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SERVICE. PHONE 470.

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territoi
We didn't want to tell you this
story, but Mary Davis Weaks,
who got the story from us first
hand immediately after it happened insisted that we tell you.
It seems that something is always happening out at the Fourth
Estate, perhaps
unworthy of
mention, but then its getting to
be like the rrlovie, "It Can't Happen Here." You know, we have
a little poultry out at our house.
Rather than helping us with the
budget, the cost of feeding them
has become so high that we've
decided to make pets of them.
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Health Doctor by July 1st.;
$1000 Raised to Defray Cost
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Everybody Will Gain
By Being Counted
THE MORE PERSONS WHO ARE COUNTED in the Fulton—
Fulton county census, the more recognition we'll get all
over the country. The more recognition we get, the more
business will be funneled into the city and county. More
manufacturers, distributors and processors will move into
this area. That means more retail business, more jobs and
more money and activity for everybody.

Siegel,Factory Needs Space;
South Nikon Makes Offers

A full time health doctor for share of the proposed program
c_s
Henry I. Sietel Company, cilte a property owner of South FulFulton County and an increase ! will amount to $3800 more than
of Fulton's largest industries in *lei was interested in erecting a
in salary for the County's health I the $2100 which the Fiscal Cburt
point of employment is seeking a building, possibly all on
one
nurses was assured today
as has been giving, for a total of
larger and more modern building, floor, lb house the factory and
funds totaling $1000 were raised , $5900 in all.
TO MAKE SURE WE GET all the credit due us let's all be
the News learned today.
supply the needed 30,000 feet of
Thursday as the city's share of
The County Fiscal Court has
counted in the census. If you have not been counted yet,
It has been a known fact for floor space.
supporting the expanded health
increase its budget to
call the census headquarters, or Phone 470, or fill out the
Last Saturday though, we ask- unit for the city and county. The agreed to
many months that the company
The Siegel Company is one a
form on Page 7 and mail to the census headquarters. Dan't
adding
$2700, Mr. Barry said,
ed Paul to kill a couple of the money was raised
is desperately in need of added Fulton's outstanding assets, emdelay. You have only a few days left. Do it now!
by a $720 an- that the Fulton County Board of
birds and he did so reluctantly. nual appropraition from the city
floor space with
which to ac- ploying nearly .500 persons
+
at
+
Education had agreed to provide
,t Don't know why he feels that council and $280
IN FILLING OUT THE FORbt,be sure to give your exact adcomodate its
expansion plans. capacity. They are interested in
by other Fulton $2100, and the Hickman
City
dress. Do not say Route 2-'etc., but be sure to say for ex) way, they don't lay, they just agencies. The doctor will
Sonietime ago a plan was prepar- expanding their operations to -arrive School Board approximately $500._
ample: Third house on the right on gravel road one-half
eat, and to keep one is an invest- for duty by July 1.
ed to the Fulton Improvement another tv4t-a operation, while_
With the City of Fulton, a major
mire from nearest highway or county road. If near some
ment of nearly $4.00 each.
Fulton County has long felt the recipient of the benefits of such
other land-mark such as a church, school or cemetery, be. Company, owners of the Siegel would add nearly 200 people to.
building to erect an addition to the payroll.
need for a full time health doctor. a program, giving $1000, Mr. Barsure to say so.
•
To go on with the story, he In the past thethe present
Al of the other Siegel operastructure to
acCounty Fiscal ry stated that he believed the
got the knife and performed an Court has borne the
commodate a
proposed
shirt tions are in Tennessee and great
entire cost balance of the $500 needed could
incision on the throats and hung of the health unit.
making facility.
concern was expressed by many
Concerted ac- be obtained for the program.'
s them on the tree in the backyard. tion on the part
John Melton, president of the merchants that early action
of Harry Barry, '141^e City. of Hickman and the
:Soon there after, we went to get county sanitation officer
Fulton Improvement
Company should be instituted to keep the
and the Full n City School Board 'both
one and
while taking it it the county health nurses is
said that no actlionl was made on factory either in Fulton or South
responsi- stated that they were unable to
house for dunking in the scald- ble for the added
the factory's reque4t and no plans Fulton.
personnel in the stn.pb funds for the program, Mr.
ing water, we kinda thought that County Health
It was learned that the factory
are in view to increase the size
department:
Barry
stated.
things just didn't seem right.
of the building. Mr. Melton made is not seeking any concessions
Fulton
County's
increased
Under the proposed full-time
several proposals to the stock- and would pay a reasonable rent,
health
officer setup, Fulton
They weren't. As soon as we
holders of thecrirovement com- and would do its own wiring,
C
County
would
normally
obtain
Cuckoos And Cokes
put the bird in the scalding wafinite action was
There aren't many families in'can't talk, and he hasn't even pany, but no
his
services
two
days
a
week
IIIIIIIIIIIIIpragP
ter it gave with a death-shaking
ii,
On Hand When All.
(2-3 of his weekly time), with Fulton that are not made happier got any teeth." Some talk, and taken. • .
rigor, which frightened us nearIt
was
learnikl
that the Booster
some way
or Mark will be three in August.
by children in
Fulton
given
one
day
Hickand
out of our skin. Realizing that
Rotarians Meet
apYou remember J. P and Rose- Club of South: Fulton had
man one day, Mr. Barry'outlined. _another. Children, grandchildren,
maybe death hadn't quite set in
. . all . . . in mary Williams, of course. Well, pointed a committee to investinieces,
nephews
.
In
case
of
an
epidemic,
or
someIf you can conceive of Gene
we dunked ole hussy again, but
gate
the
po
bililties
of
having
thing of a serious nature requir- some way spread happiness with- I last Thanksgiving Miss Grace
this time all the fury of Hades Williamson yelling "cuckoo" from
the Siegel pl t move into that
attention here, he in the confines of nearly every Hill went to visit them in their
under a table, and
Clyde Will- ing his full
'broke loose.
city.
It
I
was
r
iably
reported
that
home.
Arkansas home and thought it a
"My Boys, the Railroaders"
iams, Sr., trying to hit him on the would be here daily for the dura•,
aiiath,;:ilanniiiiirammumenumuismeorammestl
tion of such emergency, Mr. BarDozens of good children's good idea to bring little Linda
In just a flash the chicken had head while saying it, then you ry
some- Williams to Fulton to visit Until
stated.
stories go by wpwticed
If the Fulton fans could chase
interesting
JUMPED out of the pot, wrining have captured the
times, except $or the word of Christmas. On the train trip back,
wet and made a bee-line for just program held by the Rotary Club
Manager
Ivan Kuester around
mouth reporting. Many times little Linda, in the tiny tot class,
anywhere at all. The two young- last Tuesday night.
town some morning for an hoer
keep
looking
out
pass
up,
so
of
too
good.
to
the
they're
train
outannual
The event was the
sters were-in the kitchen with us
a window and was taking in all
the News is sting today
night
ladies
Deserved recognition has come or. so, they could see his deterand-upon seeing the beserk chick- door outing and
"When Children Make us Smile" the sights along the way. She to Dr. Ben Pickering
sponsored
by the club.
en started screaming.
Evans son m;nation to keep the Railroaders'
R, Paul
promotion. The project is intend- remarked about the fields, the of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans
Those attending were: Mr. and '
of this in the top bracket despite the inhad a right too, even though he
streets, the houses, etc., but only
Read Holland, son of Supt, and ed to encourage the publication
city. Dr. Evans, who has operated jury plague that has struck the
did do it in advance of that fowl Mrs. Clyde Williams, Je., and
of children's antics and the News in a passive manner.
a hospital at Water Valley, Miss., organization lately. Ivan has kept
landing right smack on the mid- daughter, Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Joe :Mrs. W. T. Holland honored his
When the train chugged in to will join the staff of
the lines hot calling for new reFred home folks recently when he was will pay $1.00 for each story sent
dle of his head. We thought he Browder, Mr. and Mrs.
Oeschner
n and published by this news- Fulton, with a burst of enthus- Clinic in flew
Orleans. as a staff cruits that can make time with
would have a young heart attack, Gibson and daughter, Frederica, selected as one of five students'
iasm she said:
the hot tempo that has always
surgeon. I
and his s reams could be heard Mr. and Mrs. Leon Browder, Mr. at the University of Kentucky to paper
'
You don't have to be a writer. "Good gracious, there's downbeen characteristic rith the Kitty'
all over t e neighborhood. As if and Mrs. L. A. Clifton, Mr. and receive a scholarship in fire proOeschner's
Clinic
is
often
reon paper, in your town Fulton." That in her imLeague, and I believe that his efengineering. Just put down
enough, the bird Mrs. Rube McKnight, Rev. and tection and safety
that wasn
ferred
to
as
the
"Mayo
Clinic"
of
Mrs. C. E. Hawkins Rev. C. H. Worth $510 each, three of the own words; the cute sayings of pressionable little mina was the the South and the invitation to forts are going to bear fruit.
landed in
ry Jo's crib.
, •
Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Horn- scholarships are sponsored by the any children's story you'hear and greatest sight of all.
join the staff comes as a distinct
He has come up with a catcher
send
it
to:
beak,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
WestDivision of Insurance and two by
I Not so tiny, but yet in the honor to him.
We think our youngest cherub
that reminds us very much of
Children's Editor
youngster class Ella Doyle, He is id presentI
a little precocious, but even she pheling and son, Paul, III, Mr. the Kentucky Association of Inof his our, former skipper, Freddie'
The Fulton News
and
Mrs.
T.
J.
Kramer,
Jr.,
and
surance
agents.
Idaughter
of Mrs. George Doyle hospital:property
couldn't understand why a dripWater Val- Biggs. He plays ball with his head
Fulton, Ky.
Mrs..Parks
Read, an honor student at the
and Mollie Wiley, daughter of ley
ping wet chicken, slightly Weed- daughter, Mr. and
by and ki,11 join the New Orleans lust as much as with his body.
Be sure to :ig four name and vdrs. Steve Wiley
Weeks
1.4114ig
Weeks,
Mr.
and
local
at
schools
is
privacy
one
of
the
three
made the news'clinic NS July 1.
ing should invade the
F. M. Younger is the fellow that
Mrs. students in the hsitory of the tell the name oi the child mak- too. This week, a news-conscious
her crib. When the chicken had Mrs. Ira Little, Mr. and
we speak of and just as soon as
ing the unusual statement. Tell
John
Earle,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tom
unschool,
ever
neighbor
and
to
attain
unannounced
heard
made its
the almost the age of the child, and the sex,
the
reverent I Fulton Studeas
he has made a round of the variHonored ous
sounds of the Twenty-third
welcome visit, it' made a dive for Franklin, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Bard, perfect mark in four year's of too.
teams, he will be able to play
pslam being recited in the Wiley I At Murray State College
was a
the backdoor, which of course Mr. and Mrs. Brown Thacker, Mr. high schoid study. He
very important part in the
This past week a number of
Mr. and graduate of the Class of
that and Mrs. Clyde Hill,
think
backyard. Soon, the strains of a
was closed. You'd
1948 stories were told to the
Three Fulton
1950
students were Railroaders race for the
were ear an upon in- among the
a mother would have more pres- Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr., Mr. and and valedictorain with a four- editors. For instance littleNewsflute
honor
Ann vetsigating the
who pennant. He is a very good rereceived degrees
at students
murray state
neighbor
ceiver
ence of mind than to stand by Mrs. Kish and sons, Nickie and year average of 2.96.
found
with the experience that
Williams, daughter of Mr.
the two little girls in the back- College
Read says he will use the
and see her young 'uns devoured Rob, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Koellthis year. Tile students is so necessary for a good pitch.
Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr.,came tqf
by a child-eating chicken. Well, ; ing and daughter, Sarah Keith, scholarship- to good
advantage with a good one. Last week Mrs. yard conducting services for Mol- and their accomishtnents are catch combination,
lie's recently departed chicken. as
instinct'Dr. Glynn Bushart and son, Dun- , since he is majoring in engineer- Will Creason
in a flash the mother
follows:
in Mayfield had a The
Besides Younger, Kuester bar
strange thing about the serstarted can, Mr. and Mrs. Randall Bur- ing.
presented itself so we
Harry Donald David, high dis- been looking
backyard
supper
for
the
family
over some very provices was that Mollie was playtrying to get that derned fowl ; cham, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Willtinctioe; William Pfjoyd GrYKnes, msing young
and
a
general
get-together
for
the
hopefuls that should
ing "Head Times Come Again
out of the house. We did, and in a!iamson and sons, Mr.- and Mrs. EVENING OF MUSIC
with distinction and
ICishes,
the
Koellings,
the
WillIvan
Memake very valuable additions I.
No More." Not quite appropriate
split second it Was high-tailing Fred Sawyer and sons, Mr. and TO BE OBSERVED
fliams' and all the visitors in the
shack Jones, honorable mention. the Fulton roster.
One of the
it down the walk in the back- Mrs. G. B. Baird, Mr. and Mrs.
•
There will be an Evening o Clyde Williams, Sr., household. for a funeral service, but it was
Washington scouts has been
the only thing Millie could play
in
J. E. Fall, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Music at the Union Cumberland
yard.
YOU CAN'T DO BOTH
There
were
wen,
youngsters
Fulton with talent that is not to
Norman
Terry
and
grand- Presbyterian
Church Sunday, there and while the grown folks that nearly approximated a funhe
sneezed at, and
eral dirge. But they added, that
Manager
The volunteer firemen serving
That isn't the end of the story. daughter.
June 11, at 7:30 p. m.
were having a nice visit all the
Sunday afternoon while fixing a
de- Kuester has certainly not ignored
Those taking part on the pro- kiddies were playing like mad. chicken won't have hard times with the Fulton, Ky., fire
their
presence. You fans can reit
partment cannot, at the same
little meal in the backyard, who Mrs. Vyron Mitchell
gram are: Jean Carol Burnette, Soon little Ann walked over to anymore. (See Newsprints.)
time, serve in a similar capacity assured that everything that MR
do you suppose strolls up, but the
George Ely Burnette, Linda Ann her daddy, sleepy and exhausted
Improving
At
Home
be
done
to help the team to the
with the South Fulton, Tenn., deold chicken with the slit throat.
Shuck, Patsy Latta, Elwanda and said:
top, despite the troubles that have
partment,
the
Fulton
Her head was three times its norCity
council
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, who was Lawson, Melinda Powell,
Ann
"Take me home, daddy, I've
decided.Monday night. It was been encountered, being made by
mal size from the infection that painfully injured ni an auto am- Ballow and Wanda Stallins.
had as
much of this as I can
pointed out that things might the Railroaders.
had set in, and one wing was dent last Saturday night has been
The public is cordially invited stand." Little Ann is not quite
work out fine until each departdragging the ground. We got a removed from Haws Hospital to to attend,
Fulton fans can he proud of
three years old.
Warren
Anderson, a former ment had a
hurt her home to recuperate.
poor
different fire
laugh out of the
to one of the managers in the Kitty
Mrs.
Then there's the tale told us chief clerk in
the
Kentucky
answer
at
the
same
creature, but it turned to, sor- Mitchell
time,
or
a
received two broken BAPTIST JUNIOR CHOIR
Who is not even connected oith
about little Mark Dalton, son of Utilities office here in 1944 and
major disaster might require the the Railroader
tow when Paul insisted that the ribs in the accident which occur- ENJOYS SKATING PARTY
K. P., Jr., and,the right -.eye of 1945 will succeed Rube McKnight
staff That fellow
ful strength of both.
asked him in a weak red on the Martin Highway.
chicken
is
none other than ex-Chick, Hal
Members of the Baptist Junior the Senior Daltons. Mark has a as district manager of the KU ofvoice . . . . "Where does Dr.
Seawright, now manager of ti.e
and the two Choir and their guests enjoyed a brand new baby brother, you fice here. Mr. McKnight is being
Mr. Mitchell
SHUCK NEW FIRE CHIEF
Connaughton live. I've been lookCairo, Dodgers. Hal, although an
Mitchell children who were rid- delightful skating party and pic- know, and while he is awfully promoted to the district office at
ing all week-end for him."
Buster Shuck has been elected the bottom of the Kitty percentnic Friday at the Skating rink on fond pi the new little fellow he Princeton.
ing in the car, were uninjured.
age with his Dodgers, is one of
has mental reservations
about
The accident occurred near East State Line.
Mr.. Anderson has been serving fire chief of Fulton, succeeding the
We told the chicken where his
best hitters in the league and
Henry Bethel, who resigned to
driven
About thirty-five 'attended the the new-born's mentality. When
car
when
a
Store
Robey's
with KU at Clinton and will be accept a position in the
offices were, but it was too late.
collided head- enjoyable affair and Mrs. J. B. asked what he thought of tiny
police de- if you have watched the lineups
Freeman,
Leslie
by
We performed a type of poultry
succeeded there by Harry Brady, ,partment. The appointment of of the Cairo club, you will see
with the Mitchell car. He was Manley, choir director and Mr. little Brad, he said:
euthanasia (mercy killing) and on
"He's all right, but he's aw- son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady Shuck was confirmed at last that he has . played ..practically
after plead- and Mrs. Tillman Adams were
costs
and
$25
fined
that's the end of the story.
every position on the field.
Monday's city council meeting.
—
fully stupid. He can't walk, he of this city.
the chaperones.
ing guilty.

Children Make Us Smile;
NEWS Offers $1 For Stories

1

HAM

ETHERIDGE

DR. EVANS TO JOIN
OESCHNER'S CLINIC

READ HOLLAND WINS
510 SCHOLARSHIP

ANDERSON TAKES
OVER AT KU HERE

Service
Out at the Coleman
Alice and her
Station, where
snow-ball stand is located, the
ingenious Colemans have added
something new. In a huge display case at the station, Mary
By Mary-Nelle Wright and
Alice has purchased a handsome
Johanna Westpheling
area of colorful pottery and its
In the crisp and biting dusk
the
for sale. At night when the gaily of a November
evening
decorated limps are all lit up, crunching 'footsteps of a doctor
its a mighty pretty sight to see. and a nurse could be heard fin
a
the rain-soaked leaves in
BOARD APPOINTED
wooded section near McConnell,
equalization
Board
The Fulton
Tennessee. The drizzling winter
for 1950 was appointed Monday rain had stopped and the pair
Council,
with
the
City
night by
ram-shackled
was leaving the
R. B. Allen, George Winters and home of a moon-shiner.
His
Gore
re-named
to
serve
Arch
wife had just given birth to their
another year.
fifth child, ivhere not even a bed
Ed. Hannephin announced that was available for the difficult
rolls had been forceps delivery of the new-born
the assessment
completed and were ready to be The all-night and nearly all day
turned over to the board,
vigil was an oft-repeated experience with the two of them and
SORRY, NO REFUND
their home-ward journey was
What happens if you are 77 noticeably silent, laden with faand have continued to pay your tigue and the thoughts of the
had
poll tax 12 years too long? (After misery and suffering they
65, there isn't any) That's your just encountered. Behind them,
responsiblity to keep tab on, de- on an improvised bed made from
cided the Fulton City houncil in carpenter's horses, they left a
refusing refunds to a local gentle- mother relieved from her physiher
mm who suddenly found himself cal pain, but burdened in
heart with the club-footed son
In that position last month.

Although we are always glad
for the Railroaders to win againet
Cairo or'any other club, we certainly wish
Hal lots of
lock
against every one else in the Kitty
and
I
know that, with a little
still mysterious malady.
When Miss Olena was twelve much needed help, he will give
someone
a
hard -ray to go ha Shin
old her
mother
passed
away, leaving with her youngest
daughter a heritage of kindness ra7
.
feel sure that t`w. Railroaders;
and a will to alleviate the suffer- are very proud of
support
ing of her fellowoman, she left they are getting fr—o the
Fulton
this same love of relieving the fans this season, at home :
sick to another daughter,,, Mrs. away. The afterno,croillfs arw
Alma Cobb of Memphis, '1$nn. good, especially in oorearnes
When "little Doc" entered the nearby Union Cl'" f'airo arid
nursing school at Dyersburg, the Mayfield. Sunday •"ternoon at
profession of
nursing was not Cairo, at least one-third and maywholly unfamiliar to her.
She be one-half of the crowd could
had spent seven years of ' her be identified as Railroader fans.
youth administering little acts of It's good to get away from home
comfort to her mother. Di was once in a while to get the coat
with a world full of hope and a snot and cinder out of our eyes,
heart full of charity that she re- and win a game besides. We still
ceived her diploma from
the leye our boyueven though
the
Baird-Dulaney Hospital in 1921 faits...from other towns can't tell
and set out on a career pf private who trie'V-ere for the train smoke,
nursing and public health
at
Eddie Ericknon
.
i.
tn
4
ted
14tore
in
runs the gauntlet from charity
Fulton and is now in the
prosperity—from obstetrics
to
Hospital.
Room
107.
Drop hi= a
undertaking.
^Ire rrr !letter %till, drop by and
There can be no chronoiogical say hello to him. In ease
pairs
(Continue on page seven)
roing by. he smokes Lucid's.

Little Doc: That's what they called Miss Olena French
she had just borne.
:rounded by the family she loves
The doctor was J. A. Howard, a and the chickens she tends, begeneral practitioner of McConnell cause "they're just like people."
and the urse was the beloved and
How did she get the name of
well known little "Doc", whose "Doc"?
experience as an angel of mercy
A very long time ago, as toare as familiar and cherished here day, the Young Men's Business
Illinois Club of Fulton devoted tremendas the mainline of the
Central which runs through Ful- ous effort to caring for the needy,
looking after the sick and giving
ton.
Little "Doc" was Miss Olena comfort to some city residents,
French, silght, wiry and a little who, through no cause of their
bent, even then, with the cares own were on public charity,
public
In their province of looking atburdens
of her
and
whose responsibilities ter the sick and caring for the
charges
encountered
this
she accepted as her very own. needy they
Miss Olean is retired now. Six- dynamo of energy who was just
teen years of duty, often times as proficient at obstetrics as she
without was at humanitarianism. That's
working days on end
called her
"Doc".
rest is mighty hard on the con- why they
stitution of an 82-pound lady, re- Whether it was a doctor of philgardless of how willing the spirit osophy, medicine or divinity, it is
is. In the beautiful, sprawling for the reader to determine.
For matters of the record Miss
home and grounds of the Paul
DeMyers, Miss Olena liVes with Olena was a public health nurse,
her memories and the hopes that For matters of posterity, she is
someday she will return to the an historical record of the medicall of duty. Her full, and yet cal profession in Fulton County.
nostalgic
days are spent sur- In a period set apart for its signi-

fiance in the progress of medicine
in Fulton, she was an eye-witness
the
and principal character in
transition from auto light surgery
in the house to the highly scientific and modernly equipped hogpital laboratory of today.
On
Wednesday of this week
Miss Olena was 51. She celebrated her birthday by recounting
the events of her past which, she
says, she
would live all over
again if she had the chance. As
a matter of fact, she said, and it
was not too difficult to see the
mist in her eyes, "If I were given
the choice of living ten more
years in leisure, or one year at
the work I loved, I would not
hesitate to choose the one year to
be with "my pepole" again."
Miss Olena says "my people"
advisedly. The youngest of five
children, herself a twin, she says
they were clean, but awfully poor
people. Her earliest recollections
of her mother were those of a
bed-ridden loved one who suffered the untold agony of
a

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485
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R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky._and Obion
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There is .. . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1950

Food for Thought
The average cost of electricity to resi-

ral dweller even with the city lodger.
The telephone, the radio, the Individual
ice manufacturer, the nearly complete electrification of our country—all these things make
available modern comforts on the farm along

common level.

cents per killowatt hour.
Paducah doesift yet enjoy TVA rates. To

Education for Living

determine the difference,

from the gross amount of your last electric
bill, then divide the result by the number of
killowatt hours used. That will give the cost
per KWH. A simpler comparison can be made
by multiplying the number of KWH you used
2 cents, and checking the
/
last month by 11
amount against the total of your Kentucky
Utilities bill.
"-^ You will note quite a difference. Enough
to show how K. U. justifies spending all the
money it has been putting up for lawyers, to
try to evade the terms of their franchise contract.—Paduch Sun.

Clements Easy Winner
Unless something startling breaks on the
political front this week-end, it doesn't look
iike we'll have much fun this summer politick:ng.
As yet there's not a chirp from any important source indicating that there will be
opposition to Congressman Noble Greogry. A
.ittle trickle of opposition came this way
reeks ago, regarding a prominent retired
olonel from Paducah. Apparently Gregory's
veteran's record scared him off though.
Unless we're badly mistaken, we might
as well start calling Earle Clements Senator
from now on. While no Democrat has announced against him, we're still of the opinion that
there's not a man in the State who can beat
him, Democrat or Republican.
We disagreed with Clements on the school
appropriation bill and wi.1 disagree with the
lest man wpo deprives ti-e educational sys.em of needed funds. Ex,ept for that Earle
nements has been an exemplary GoVe...:or
. .. forward-looking and progressive. He
viii certainly be a credit to the State in the
Jnited States Senate.

Recreation for Leisure
Fulton has done a great deal along the
line of developing a wholesome system of recreation, for its adults as well as its children,
in the operation of the Youth Center.
This is as it should be for, after all, the
life-time of the average individual is divided
into thirds--one of which is sleep, the other is
work and the other should be play. The hours
that one spends in pleasure, or the pursuit of
it, reveal clearly the benefit of the mind.
What is true of the individual applies to
the community. We are largely judged, and
our community life depends to a great degree,
make for the
upon the arrangements•we
spending of our leisure time.
It is a little discouraging at times to realize that adults here, by and large, have little
opportunity for organized recreation such as
-111Buld result from a Country Clubhouse as a
center of activity. The rural communities are
more fortunate. They're building their community houses with the svieat of their brow.
The golf course here is one of the finest in
this section of the country. Tis a pity that it
cannot boast of a fine clubhouse as well.
Its wood though to be able to point with pride
to the Youth Center, which is entering its
third year of successful operation under the
capable direction of Miss Pauline Thompson.

- Life on farm Improves
Now that the conveniences and advantages of city life can be enjoyed by those who
live in rural areas, we cannot help but wonder
why the trend is from the farm into the cities.
The automobile and good roads have
miles from "town,"
placed a resident ten
closer t•i Main Street than the outlying citizens of that same town were fifteen years ago,
in poi - of time. Daily deliveries bring mail
and, if conditions warrant, it won't be long
before two deliveries daily will bring the ru-

'
by McFeattars

roads.
Well, here's a suggestion for the
Court of Appeals. The high tribunal can find a legal loophole so
, it can authinize this use-a -use of
money everybody but Mr. Holifield seems to approve, but which
may be legally prevented.
If the court so desires, it might
find that spending $250,000 on
tourist advertising and promotion
would result in three or four
times that vmount being paid into
the road-fulid by tourists in gasoline-taxes. It would not be the
first time the court strained its
logic so far to reach a popular decision.
Now, another thing on this matter of roads and the use of dollars
from highway department funds
for use in primary and general
election campaigns. In the last
state elections, rural-road-funds,
the extra money -which comes
from additional two-cent-a-gallon
.
•

any improved highway.
One of the greatest disadvantages of rural life in years past has been its comparative
farmer's family lived
isolation, where the
apart, without near neighbors or desirable
companionship. Already however, the difference between "town" and "country" has
disappeared. The farmer's children attend
school in town, form a part of the.younger
social set and the family often rides five or
tin miles to church and Sunday school.
Life ola the farm is rapidly changing for
the better. Such change means a revived agricalture, which will tend to hold rather than
lose its young folk in the years to come. There
will be a disappearance of all "dark corners"
and life in town and country will approach a

dential users among TVA's 1,000,000 customers
in March 1950 was at an all-time low P4

subtract the tax

STRICTI3' BUSINESS

We read in a metropolitan newspaper the
other day that a large city high school will
teach its students how to talk pleasantly, how
to use good English and how to be at ease in
the presence of potential employers and other
persons.
School officials have been led to institute
the new course because of the discovery that
many students, otherwise ,entirely capable,
have missed the opportunity for jobs because
of an inability to converse coherently or use
correct grammatical constructions. Some of
the students get tongue-tied in the presence of
others, stutter, stammer and lose all power of
fluent conversation.
It seems to us that the idea has possibilities in all of our schools. The time has long
passed when school officials and teachers can
be satisfied with pumping knoWledge into the
skulls of children. Education is, after all, primarily intended to equip boys and girls for
living. Very often, the student could afford to
know less about mathematics, language or
history and more about the art of getting
along socially with other human beings.

gasoline tax which went into effect two years ago----this money
was used in two ways.
First, at the psychological time,
it was spent buildng or repairing
roads in communities where a Cle
ments choice for the legislature
was favored. Second, it was withheld in other communities.
And, administration favorites
warned that if they Were not elected it would not be a temoirary
withholdng of money at all----but
that these communities would not
EVER get any of the bonanza
funds. ;
It is airrrost impossible to find
out exactly how much money
there is now backlogged in the
rural highway fund, but a pretty
fair estimate is in the neighborhood of $12,000,000. And the monthly income of this portion of the
highway department, the additional 2e tax earmarked for secondary and farm-to-market roads-amounts to about $1,000,000 a
- •
month.
That's a good sizeable sum. Big
enough to insure the election of
almost anyone to anything.

$250,000 necessary for tourist promotion can come out of the highway hinds: All gasoline-tax money, of course, being earmarked
for the building and repair of

"You handle a good broom—I got 10.000 mile.
on my last oneI"

From The Files:

clie4ogiogy Bach 47114 Clach
June 2, 1925:
Three-thousand, seven hundred
and eighty three persons turned
out at Carr Park etaittorlum last
Gordon
Sunday to hear Hon.
Browning and other speakers in
an all-day Bible Class servibe. A
contest was
Fulton-Dyersburg
won by Fulton by the slim margin of 125.

C.H . Warren, pastor.
crowd attende4.

A large

Miss Virginia Ayers of Mt.
the
Sterling, Ky., daughter of
publisher, Mott
late Fulton
Ayers, is visiting friends here.

Mrs. R. S. Matthews presented
a
Miss Mary Reuel Flippo in
The new Jefferson Davis high- piano recital at the home of Mr.
way association, meeting in Mem- and Mrs. Flippo in Forestdale last
Mississippi Thursday evening.
phis, learned that:
had not hard-surfaced its roads,
and unless done soon, the route June 13, 1930:
automobiles,
The string of
would, be changed; that Tennessee had either completed a hard ranging from Pieece-Arrows to
through
passed
surface on the new route, or was Fords, which
a
until Fulton last Friday was not
maintaining dirt sections
funeral or a booster parade .. .
surfaced.
just part of the 36 Pigues and
Engineers may blow their train near-Pigues„ descendents of the
atwhistles at downtown Fulton Rev. R. H. Pigue, liack to
crossings, the Chamber of Com- tend the annual family reunion
discovering at the farm home of their Father
merce stated, after
that the non-blowing rule was' near Murray. Of the eight sons
nett an ordinance 'here, but only of the popular minister, all but
The Department .of Health in Fulton
a now-obsolete rule made years one (Marvin, New Orleans) were
County is currently* struggling to enlist finago during the illness of the son present.
ancial help in order to have a full-time doctor
of a former superintendent.
'Highway 51 will be Concreted
serve two days a week in the County. So far,
will have immediately from Fulton to the
The American e
Mi. Harry Barry and his staff have practically
highwaY
a big carnival Ontt• Street, Ohio River, the State
today,
moved heaven and earth to extract additional
June 18 and 19, with a big dance commission announced
bids
of
letting
the
severalwith
at
the
of
Queen-to-be
the
for
honor
in
sources,
new
solicit
and
funds,
the conclusion of the events Frithousand dollars that this project will reMtiyfielti,
James C. Sheight,
day night.
quire.
has been chosen as the RepubliMiss Marian Huddleston and can nominee for congress, t,)
We were much dismayed that the City Of
Harry H. Murphy were mar- pose the Democratic encumben..'
Mr.
for its share
when 'askeJ
Fulton balked
rind June 9 by Rev. J. B. Horde- W. Voris Gregory.
man at the home of the bride's
($1000) at last Monday's council meeting.
Announcement is made by one
pare-ts on Eddings Street. The
The Fulton City schools had previously stated
leading auto
of the country's
popular
is
one
Fulton's
groom
of
their inability to contribute a dime, and with
young bankers, assocated with manufacturers that every car
leaving its factory will have
the Farmer's Bank here.
the Doctor to spend one full day a week here,
a year's instead of the 90iday
month in and month out, surely some proporguarantee, as cars have long been
young
merHickman
Reid,
Dee
given
tinate assistance from Fulton should be
chant, has announced his candi- sold.
dacy for the office of County tax
him.
,
Old Bethel notes: Mr. less and
commissioner.
We won't take issue with Mayor Atkins
Willie Cavender, Mr. Dockery
Cannon
and his touncil on the amount, however. They
Early Thursday morning, June Glenn Webb, Bernard
4, the big stock barn of Jeff Nan- and others worked at Old Bethel
_are full aware of other, impoi5iit, projects
Weakley Friday .0-ternoon, putting.a fenceney, near Fulton in
necessary for the health and protection of the
cemetery . . . Mr.
County, was destroyed by fire. around the
City, and know just how much money UM
The loss was thought to be the Wash Casey was the lucky one to
work of an incendiary, and the draw the sack' Of flour at Finley
City can afford, despite its favorable look at
famous bloodhounds of Marshall & Waggoner's Saturday.
project.
the
Bob Pigue of Water Valley were
much esRoute 5 news: Our
One suggestion, however, struck a sour
called, but failed to scent a %al.
teemed mail carrier, who is so
note to us: Mr:Barry was urged to contact
accommodating, Mr.
Mrs. F. M. Bondurant -died kind and
local civic and fraternal organizations and atRaymond Norman, is the proud
last week at her home in Cayoe.
faher of a little son who arrived
tempt to raise the balance of the money thatWednesday evening, June 3, Sunday, May 1st. We unite in
way. It is our candid opinion that entirely too
the cornerstone for the new First congratulating Mr. and Mrs. Normany projects of a public nature canvass these - Baptist Church
here was laid, man. The bouncing infant has
organizations for funds and raise, sometimes,
with services in charge of Rev. been christened Wayne.
such an embarrassing situation that the organization is obliged to . contribute. This, in
Dick Oberlin:
the face that members have generally althrough
or
individuals,
ready contributed as
their own business offices, or, as in this case,
.42‘4

Not Their Job to Solicit

e4e1114

that they have.
It is our opinion that the city council, in
stating an amount available to the Department of Health for the project, should do so
contribution
with the knowledge that their
represents the full amount that the collective
individuals of the City can afford, period.
After all, what is a department of health
. . . .' a publicly-underwritten awry formed
for the good of the whole population.
We hope that the City of Fulton will see
its way clear to afford the difference between
$720 they offered and the $1000 that is needed.
Fifty-two days' time a year here, by a qualified doctor, surely is worth that to the people of this community.

So it's June; summertime is
here; everybody is taking to the
highways so highways are certal
inly worth discussing.
We have, for example, the statement made by Assistant Attorney-General M. B. Holifield. For,
some time, we have been an admirer of the learned and scholarly opinions of the Assistant Attorney-General, which is what made
his definition of advertising by
the State to lure tourists and their
dollars into our jurisdiction all
the more amizing.
Mr. Holifield called it: "Propaganda inducing -foreigners to
come to Kentucky and wear out
our roads. I think this is rotten
and ought to be knocked out."
Now, in most places, the use of
the word "foreigner" is confined
to describing citizens of another
nation. And, keeping "foreigners"
out is not a general practice-- except in Russian-dominated countries. They do not want tourist dollars. Everybody else does.
And, the second part of Mr. Ho-
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By Thomas Merton
Let my eyes see nothing in the
world but Your glory, God,_rind
let my hands touch, nothing that
is not for Your service. Let- my
tongue taste no bread that does
praise
me to
not ,trengthen
Your glory. I will hear Your
hear all harvoice and I will
monies You have created, singing- Your hymns. Sheep's wool
and cotton from the field shall
warm me enough that I may live
in Your service, and 311 that is
beyond belongs to Your poor.
Let me up things for one sole
reason: to find my joy .in giving
You great glory.
Therefore keep me, above all
things, from sin. Keep me from
the death of deadly sin which
puts hell in my soul. Keep -me
of lust that
from the murder
poisons my heart.
blinds and
Keep me from the sins that eat
a man's flesh with
irresistible
fire until he is devoured. Keep
me from loving money in which
is hatred, from avarice and ambition that
suffocate my life.
Keep me from the vain works if
Vanity .and the thankless labor in
which artiits destroy themselves
for pride and money and reputa-

tion, and saints are smothered
under the avalanche of their own
importunate zeal. Stamp out the
stings love
serpent envy that
with poison and kills all joy.
Untie my hands and deliver
heart from sloth. Set me tree
from the laziness that goes about
disguised as activity when activithe
ty is useless, and from
cowardice that does what is not
escape
demanded, in order to
sacrifice.
But give me the strength that
waits upon You in silence and in
in
humility
peace. Give me
which alone is rest, -and deliver
the
which is
me from pride
heaviest of burdens.
And possess my whole heart
and -soul with the simplicity of
love for which one thing alone is
necessary.
Occupy my whole life with the
one thought and the one desire
of love. that I may love not for
the sake of merit, not for the
sake of perfection, not for the
sake of virtue, not for the sake
of sanctity, but FOR LOVE
ALONE..
For there is only one thing that
can satisfy love and reward it:
and that is love alone.

Letters To The Editors
Deer Mr. Westpheling:
We read the newspapers on the
railroad to know what people are
thinking and saying about us, but
miss a piece and do,see it until it turns up from
the clipping service. That was the
c•.,se with an item you had in your
pisper April 21 referring to me
:inc! St. Joseph. I did not know
that you too were4rom St. Joe.
I went to the News-Press in the
fall of 1916 (I was only 20) and
stayed until the next : spring,
when Fred Hull of the Maryville
Tribune persauded me to come
back there and write the paper
for him. In the fall of 1917 I went

back to the News-Press and stayed until I went into the Army in
1918. I was in the service)just
a year and came
back to the
News-Press and Wall there until
i came to the Illinois Central in
1920. Thirty years is a long time,
persistent
but one of,my most
dreams is that of being back in
St. Joe pounding the streets for
the News-Press.
I hope we do get to have a visit.
soon. I would love to see you
both.
With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,
George M. Crowson

For hospitality...
serve Coca-Cola the natural
partner of goirsi things to eat

OkSe/zzialiana.

lifield's first sentence is downright silly. It is not light automobiles which wear out roads. It's
pretty well-established by this,
I believe, that it is the relentless
pounding of giant, heavily-laden
freight trucks which does most of
the damage. Enticing tourists and
their free-spending dollars to
Kentucky may be rotten. But it
takes a peculiar point-of-view to
describe it this way.
And, knocked out! Why, bless
you Mr. Holifield! We could erest
barriers It the borders, as the
Louisville Times editorially has
said. We could arm the militia
and 'patrol the borders, we could
slap on a tourist tariff, a special
tax on "foreigners"
and some
hardly souls STILL would insist
on coming into the Bluegrass'State for the Kentucky Derby, to see
Mammoth Cave and to fish at Dale
Hollow and Kentucky Lake. And
visit their relatives.
The Times takes a gloomy view.
It does not see in the face of Judge Ardery's decision how the
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Sermonette Of The Week

through their taxes.
It is our opinion that good Mr. Barry and
should spend their full time
assistants
his
looking after the health matters of the district and not be obliged to concern themselves
with getting out and trying to raise funds for
such a project, beyond seeing the top agencies

-

Hospitality Fair
at your food store
JUNE 1 to JULY 5

6 emus c•rtu 25.
Plus Deposit

SY
.1i./1 BOTTLING CO., INC.
0IIrSO. The Ceete•Cele Cerieseets

SOTTUD UNDER AUTHORITY Of MI COCA-ColA COMPANY

FULTON COCA
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mot BEHINb ERNIE PYLE'S (Aka,

Friday, June 9, 1650 — The Fulton News — Page 3
My address on April 1. 1950 was:

REVEALED BY BEST FRIEND

House Number and Street
Apt. No.
Ernie Pyle wrote stories that with Ernie, wherein he said in
(Or description of location)
from part:
drew tears'and laughter
millions, but never did he have
sPeople in out - of - the - way
such material as the tragic facts places are slow to warm up to
City, town, village
State
his own troubled life now make strangers. But not once did we
someone
in the hands of his best friend leave a place where
and newspaper colleague, Lee G. wasn't hanging on the car door,
NAME OF EACH PERSON WHOSE Relationship of this
SEX
COLOR
AGE
Miller. In the second in a series talking to Ernie and hating to
USUAL PLACE OF RESIDENCE person to the head of
M
OR
AT
of four articles for McCall's Mag- see him go.
IN
as
the
WAS
such
HOUSEHOLD
THIS
household,
azine, in which he reveals for
OR
"While I was with him he talkRACE
LAST '
1, 1950
son, roomAPRIL
wife,
ON
head,
the first time the intimate story ed to scores of people about alBirthday
er, etc.
of this sad little man, Mr. Miller most as many different things.
(Last name) (First name) (Initial)
tells of the alternatllut despair And he never took down a note.
Ernie Each night he would jot down
which
and hope with
watched the gradual breakdown names and initials, but that wrs
of his best traveling companion— all. I think someone has said that
his wife, and the courage with Ernie absorbs scenes and situawhich he faced a continuous tions through his pores and latpr
round of trips in search for new lets them run down through his
America, fingers onto paper.'
stories — Central
Hawaii, South America, Alaska, "In London ip 1940 he wrote
and finally London during the Jerry, 'It has been very quiet
fearful days and night of 1940-41: since I came. There wasn't a
"A break came (in his trip to plane over the first two nights,
Hawaii) when he was permitted But undoubtedly will be plenty
to visit the Kalaupapa leper col- when and if they start coming
Molokai. close. Of course I haven't teen
ony on the island of
Here he met a little old French much of London yet, but they've
had cleaned everything up so beautipriest, Father Peter, who
caught the disease and been cur- fully that it seems much better
than I thought. I suppose I'll be
ed by a prompt operaton.
that he could accused of being taken in by the
"Ernie found
comprehend the self-sacrifice of British, but their spirit is just CUT OUT THIS FORM AND MAIL TO: Hallie M. Garvey
myself almost unbelievable.'
Father Peter: "For I
District Supervisor,
of "Twenty nights after Ernie's arwandered into the foothills
U. S. Bureau of the Census
martyrdom. Roaming Kalaupapa rival the furious fire-bombing of
713 Kentucky Avenue
. . . I experienced an acute feel- December 29 occurred. Ernie
ing 'of spiritual need to be no wirelessed:
P. 0. Box 435
"'Some cfli'y when peace has
My
better off than the leper.
Now:
Report
Paducah, Kentucky
This
Mail
want
I
world
old
this
la
feeling Will likely impress you returned
again and
as ridiculous fiction. But I did ex- to come to London
Sunday.
1Refreshments were served
and
perience it . . . The emotion was stand on a certain balcony on a
Mississippi Plantation life:
Mr .and Mrs. Hubert Butler, they received many nice gifts.
an adventure in desire, and I am moonlit night and look down upThe Writings Of
glad that-I have had it. But I am on the peaceful silver curve of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowery
glad also that I must go on. For the Thames with its dark bridges.
Mattie Dear
and David were all fishing Sun- of Mayfield visited Mr. and Mrs.
tell
to
want
I
there,
standing
And
a
am
I
life
real
I know that in
day.
!Andrew Williams Sunday.
":•I'rint" martyr; the long, steady somebody who has never seen it 0 give thanks unto the Lord
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and
certain
a
orilooked
London
how
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster and
me.
for
not
i-;
roll
place
no
went
I
good.
is
He
for
Burnel
boys visited Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry night in the holiday season of
"Ernie's worries about
son, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
services because my Lowery Sunday.
for
Sunday,
seemed to disappear after his re- the year 1940.
of Chicago came to see me
Mrs. Cloy Yates and Mrs. Cecil Lanetta visited Mrs. Mose Foster
"'For on that night this old, sister
turn to Honolulu. He must have
and was going home Monday arid
Mr. and Mrs. and Roma Kay Sunday afternoon
sensed. even then, that what dis- old city — even through I must I stayed and accompanied her. I Taylor honored
turbed her from time to time was bite my tongue in shame for say- was so sorry when she left but Charles Yates with a household at Jones Hospital.
Mrs.
home of
something deeper than any mere ing it—was the most beautiful the best of friends will have to shower at the
Yates Wednesday night. There
drink-craving, and he was ever night I have ever seen. It was a Part. I sure enjoyed her.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
guests there.
were numerous
hopeful that, whatever it was, it night when London was ringeif
My crop is purity and clean but
and stabber! with fire.
would work itself out.
"'You have,. all seen big fires, it taken work to get it in that
'Ernie left Jerry at Alburquerare having some rain
que and set off — with Shaffer — but I doubt if you have ever seen shape. We
The planters will begin
for a tour in almost uninhabited the whole horizon of a city lined now.
after while but that
desert country in New Mexico, with great fires—scores of them, complaining
There was is God business.
perhaps hundreds.
Arizona, Utah and Colorado.
On the fourth Sunday evening
wrote something inspiring in the savag"Shaffer subsequently
we sure had good service and I
two articles about his experiences cry of it.'"
just enjoys the works of the Lord.
That is the best enjoyment I can
have and sometime my husband,
Hun Dear's death come down on
me so hard, until I can't hardly
stand. So please pray for me that
I may overcome.
I am treated nicely but not like
Hurl. The father's advice to their
sons: "My son forget not my law;
PRICES START AT $59.50 FOR
but let thine heart keep my commandments for length of days.
36-INCH STANDARD MAKES.
And long life and peace shall
they add to thee." That is good
• * •
advice.
It is a fine thing to put your
934.95
.
trust in the Lord. My mind is
G. E. FANS, 12-inch size
somewhat not settled but be of
WESTINGHOUSE FANS, 12-inch size $37.50 good cheer God is in the plan but
am somewhat worried.
Feel
$37.50 Ilike
EMERSON FANS, 12-inch size
something going to happen to
me. Pray that it will be good.
*
*
*
Here is another poem.
Stop and think of Mother, dear,
Through she be miles away;
POLAR CUB FANS AT LOW PRICES!
Send her a token and have her
know,
$12.95
10-inch oscillating models
You think of her today.

I

ATTIC FANS

• • •

Route Three Chats

e hat( most all sizes and models of fans!
* * *
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
1<a11on size

$8.95

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
Phone 1

208 Lake Street

Mrs. Jack Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Johnson of
Cuba spent Saturday night and
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Foster and Lanetta. Mr. and Mrs.
A. D. Johnson and children also
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Foster and Lanetta.
Bennett has been
Mrs. Susie
pretty sick the past few days
but is some better now.
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowery were
in Fulton shopping Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Foster, Mr.
and Mrs. Marion Jones and Jimmy attended church at Oak Grove

ject. By inspecting
water supplies, sewage disposal and milk
1 pasteurization, Harry A. Barry,
.
your local sanitarian, is making a
-, definite r ,ntribution to its prei vention.
Since typhoid is a filth-borne
inadequkte
disease, remedying
sanitation it of fundamentl importance in its control. Also of
fundamental importance is the
immunization program.
Typhoid vaccine is administ ,red in three injections. These injections are usually given a w It
apart and the immunity lasts f
a period of two years.
Immunization is
particula:
important since the disease is -t> "
infectious that an epidemic rr
result_ from the infection of •- •
person. Not only those currei
suffering from the disease, I* t
those who are convalescing am: 1
even those who have recovered
William Boyd As "Ilopalong but still harbour the typho7d
Cassidy" rides his faithful steed germ, may spread the diseases. In
Topper, across the ranges into ex• addition to human carriers, the
citement and danger each Sunday common house fly is also responat 4 p.m., EST. over WLW. sible for the transmission of typhoid.
Mutual in a never-ending flgb
If the death rate form the eisagainst lawlessness.
ease is to continue its downw: rd
trend, constant vigilence is
quired and the safeguards wh.ch
are known to prevent the sprcad
of the disease must be observed.

He Defends

—1

PUBLIC HEALTH
TOPICS

PERSONALS

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Shankl?
and son, Wallace, III, have move
Typhoid fever which ten year: from Eddings Street to 805 Wal
ago took a toll of 138 lives in nut Street.
Kentucky caused 13 deaths
Mrs Guy Irby is attending Pal
throughout the state in 1949, ac- market in Chicago and New Yor!
cording to preliminary reports.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. Little r
This is marked improvement
Mr. and- Mrs. Gordon
attn:IC
in the death rate, but it is im- the
dedication of the new Chri. portant to note that there were ian
Church in Dyersburg Sir
year, day.
150 cases reported last
which means that typhoid is still
a public health problem.
Jt ek Murphy has returned
More particularly, typhoid is a his home in Granada, Miss.. aft
community problem and its con- attending the Turk-Miles wi
trol should be a community pro- ding here Tuesday.
,

Father's Day is June 18!

HALL - WOOTEN
CLOTHING COMPANY
has

"Reid çØq04
4 Rigid 04v"

PRACTICAL GIFT SUGGESTIONS
WEMBLEY, REGAL TIES in colorful patterns
Dad will like
$1. and $2.00
PIONEER & SWANK LEATHER BILLFOLDS
in the popular styles
$2.50 to $6.
Catalina boxer style SWIM TRUNKS $3.50 to $540
Smart PIONEER BELTS and SUSPENDERS
$140 to $2.50
Give Dad a new PEDIGREE STRAW HAT $3.,to $8

GooD ComPANitoNi!
Good friends can usually sense each
other's feelings. That is why observing
hosts serve Kentucky's companionable
Bond &third—why
it has been a favceIto for 81 years.

Bars and
Package Stores carry
BOND &LILLARD
Ask for it by Name

Could Dad use a new ARROW or ENRO SHIRT'
$2.50 to $4.00
How about some good INTERWOVEN or JE KS
SOX
55c t 75c
He'll appreciate a cool COURTLEIGH SUM ER
ROBE
$440 to p11.
Enro PAJAMAS are always welcome!$3.50 to $4.50
So are SPORSTMAN MEN'S TOILETRIES
$140 to $7.75
Also SWANK CRAVATTE CHAINS and ot er
SWANK JEWELRY
$1. to

HALL - WOOTEN\
KENTUCKY WHISKEY- A BLEND
GRAIN NTIIIRAI
NATIONAL DISTIll IRS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, N Y - 1,5^,',

CLOTHING COMPANY
414 Lake Street

W. Fite Monthe son visited Mrs. A.
Charlie Stewart was on
eek.
Gus Browder attended nesday night of last-w
Mrs.
and
week.
the
of
first
the
list
day afternoon.
visited the sick
on
Mrs. ,Bettie Williams
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visited
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Clement anawhile SunMrs. George Gardner
' the lawn of Mr. and Mrs, Cyrus Mrs. Charlie Stewart
—See—
of their
marriage
the
nounce
afspent
honorMonday
day afternoon.
Brevard near Union City
mother, Mrs. J. C. Bowers
Lee, to David Mrs. Gustie Rhodes
Susie
[
daughter,
of
Winston
Kindred
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
ing Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Mr.' and Mrs. Carlie
i Monday afternoon in Mayfield.
ceremony was per- ternoon.
Conn., who formerly and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan Dixon. The
Phone 1597 Union City, Tem.
Mrs. Edgar Girissom
I" Capt. and Mrs T. J. urissom of Bridgeport, community.
Sunday afternoon, June
formed
went fishing Monday.
attendance was at Spokane, Wash., were visitors in lived in this
The good
4.
Mr, and Mrs. Bruce Henderson
Mrs. Howard Stephens had as
both Saturday evening and Sun- the home of her sister and husPrompt Print Service: Call CO
were her guests this week one of her
Ill.,
Hicks
Cairo,
atAthe
of
Thomas
family
Mrs.
services
and
and
Mr.
afternoon
band.
day
NEWS
ZION
MT.
Mrs. granddaughters and one grandsupper guests of Mr. and
State Line Mission. Bro. Jack and daughter this past week.
Thomas Bruce and family Sun- son.
Graves pfeached Saturday evenMrs. W. E. McMorries
day night.
ing, and Rev. Earl Baird on SunMr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon atis
Nettie Lue Rhodes
Mjss
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and chil- tended the show in Fulton Sunday afternoon. There is prayer
spending a few days with relameeting each Thursday evening.
Bruce
day afternoon.
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
JOYCE CRUCE
tives in Paducah.
Everyone is invited.
• Custom made t oyour size
We hear Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorMr. and Mrs. Roy Hutchison and sons attended the Vacation
would
farmers
our
furniture
Most .of
ries and Gene visited her parand family, Mrs. Leve Hutchison Bible School program at Liberty Foster have all of their
•
PERMANENT; won't rust,
planting
through
have gotten
for sale and are leaving for New ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Darnell
have been attending church week Sunday.
won't corrode.
downthe
of
because
but
corn
Southard of
Jersey soon.
in Gleason, Tenn., Sunday.
in Hickman. Bro
will
will
Club
ers
For
they
any home or business
•
...Homemak
The
Saturday
rain
of
pour
irvan,
Miss Elnora Humphries and Mr.
[ Mayfield is doing the preaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
installation; win d,o s
Cruce meet June 16 at 1:30 p. m.
be delayed for several days but , Mr. and Mrs. Junior
married
were
and Brown Clifton
Williams
E.
C.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
doors, porches, etc.
the tobacco men will get their to- 'spent awhile Saturday night with
Mrs. Carl Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Kara and Mr. and
G.
0.
Mrs.
bacco set.
• ANY COLOR desired.
her parents, Mr. and
FULTON ROUTE 3 Kindred drove ,to Martin and Mt. Zion Cumberland PresbyterMiss Joy Taylor went to East , Clark.
ian Church. Miss Humphries is
Union City Sunday afternoon.
day.
have
Williams
E.
the
C.
for
Clark
Mrs.
G.
Prairie, Mo.. Sunday
Frank Parrish visited relatives the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
,[ Mr.• and Mrs. 0.
Edna Virginia Hicks spent this purchased a new Ford truck.
, Humphries and Brown Clifton is
Little David Pugh fell out of near Union City Sunday.
For Prompt Service Phone 502
,
and
Underwood
brother
E.
her
C.
Mr. and Mrs.
past week with
the barn a few days ago and
J. S. Ladd is visiting Mr. and the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Mrs. Charles 'Jr.. have moved to their home on broke his arm in two places. He is Mrs. Juston Nanney this week.
family. Mr. and
Clifton.
Fulton, Route 4.
Little Johnnie Mycle McGough
Hicks and Steve in Fulton.
in Jones Hospital and doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones are
Hutchifrom
friend
W.
Earl
a
and
Mrs.
Fulton, Ky.
and
Daniel
Mr.
David
house remodeled. is visiting his grandparents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates hon- having their
Olive Street
Fulton spent Thursday with the son spent Saturday night and ored Mr. and Mrs. Charles Yates Looks like quite a bit of work and Mrs. Guy Brown.
Collier children, Carolyn, Linda, Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Les with a household shower Wed- going on there between showers.
Mrs. Winfred McMorries and
Cruce. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis HolDon and Dickey.
visited ley were afternoon guests.
Mrs. Thelma Grissom
Pannell has reMrs„ Luther
Mrs. Mary Latham and family in
Fulton awhile Saturday after- turned home from St. Louis after spending a week with Mr.
noon.
Carolyn Collier spent Sunday and Mrs. Johnnie Davidson and
a
with the Bishop children of Wa- family. Mrs. Davidson had
is
ter Valley after church at Pal- !stroke Saturday night but
improving now.
estine.
Grissom
Joe Elder spent Saturday with
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
visited Mr. and Mrs. Louis Burke .Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark and
family.
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
Saturday
spent
and children
PALESTINE
night with Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mrs.
Moore and son, Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Hopkins of Wingo
Jackie Jackson and two daughlers, Mr. and Mrs'. N. B. Rober- is spending the week with her
Wilson Brothers
son and son were Sunday visit- daughter, Mrs. W. D. Inman antMr: Inman.
,
ors in the home.
PAJAMAS
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell WeatherMr. and Mrs. James McDade
and daughters, Susan and Jean spoon and family of Clinton were ;
In summer weights,
of Fulton spent Sunday afternoon Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.1
full or iinee - length,
with Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Col-- Homer Weatherspoon and Dan.
to
Mrs. Nora Byrns returned
her and family.
long or short sleeves.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive and her home, near Beelerton Mon,
with
vistt
days
several
day
after
afterSunday
spent
Sherrall
$3.50 to $5.00
Mrs. Edd her daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Bichnoon with Mr. and
Mobley.
ard
City.
Union
of
Sanders
Mr. and Mrs: Harold Pewitt
Hillman . Collier and
Mrs.
and son, Earry, attended services
at the BEprist church in town
Sunday night.
‘..
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Jeffress
,I and family attended
decoration
, and
home-coming at Ebenezer
i Sunday.
I1 Mrs. William
McClanahan and:
!daughter, Joan, accompaniei., Mr. :
l and Mrs. Lon Brown to St. ouis ,
USE AND
a
, over the weekend to attend
YES, JUNE 18th IS FATHER'S DAY! REMEMBER HIM WITH GIFTS HE'LL
, wedding 4 a relative.
I
QUALITY WEAR.
Mrs.
The WSCS
met with
ENJOY ... SELECTED FROM THE STORE THAT'S FAMED FOR
Special CAKES For 1 Lewis
Thompson Monday afternoon wits 12 members present. ,
Special Events
COME IN SOON AND LET US HELP YOU MAKE YOUR SELECTION.
Beau Brummell
Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle and ,
son are spending this week with
TIES
her parelts, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Watts.
I
newest fabrics,
All
the
Mr. Mt Mrs. Franklin Robey
eolors and patterns to
of Chico spent the
weekend:
with his
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
harmonize
Bob Eva-s.
Mr. ard Mrs. Pichard Edwar.i
ant (laughter, Fra-ces of Dun$1.00 to $2.50
can, 1 .:h. visited in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder this
afternoon
Sunday
weekent.
guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Abe
home
and
family of PaduThompson
UNDERWOOD'S your
town, dependable bakery, is
cah, Mt. and Mrs. John ThompI ready at short notice to pro - son, Mrs. Ida Pegram, Mrs. Lela
vide that special cake for that
Boaz and Mrs. Louie Bard.
-pedal occasion. Put in your
Mr. and Mrs. James McDade
In Dad's favorite collar style.
order now for a wedding,
Sunday with
and family spent
birthday or party cake ....
Mr. and Mrs.
Hillman Collier
and family.
WhiteS r colored, in a variety of
Ed Thompson is visiting hi,
daughter, Mrs. Harris Bond,,fabrics for hot weather comfort.
family in
- ant and
Cleveland.
Ohio.
BAKERY
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder and
Fulton
207 ( l)mmereial
visitors from Okla., visited v
and Mrs. C. E. Edwards near CmArrow
PHONE 126
umbtu, Ky., Monday.
[ Mrs. A. M. Browder and Iffle.
Handkerchiefs
iiimmommieriammimmiimage.

FHA LOANS

I

Wet State Line

4

METAL

Fulton Route Four

AWNINGS

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

it's POP'S turn to

TAIE alicic?0
18

l d the question
When Pal'

--- We've got the answers!

ARROW
SHIRTS

UNDERWOOD

$365 $395

••
AM•

PITTSBURGH

Plain white, colored
borders or 'initial.
35c to $1.00

HISTORICWALL PAINT

Now

you can bring the charm and

romance of early Colonial days into
your home by using fittsburgh Historic
Wall Paints. Twelve beautiful colors,
approved by Willianrsburg Restoration,
Incorporated, are available.
Come in for Fret booklet "Color
Dynamics for your Home"

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
PHONE 999
210 CHURCI STREET
Enriched with VITOLIZED OIL

T - SHIRTS

SPORT SHIRTS

In a variety of colors
and designs that are
sure to please Dad.

For good-looking, comfortable summer wear.

SLACKS
For casual wear, - - cool, long - wearing
slacks in plaids, cords
and solids.

$2.50 to $5.00

$6.95 to $9.50

HICKOK JEWELRY
An attractive assortment in all the newest
designs.

Its
Lm
nx
wa
f
*QP
LILITY SHOP*

302

main ST. fuuron, KY.

ESQUIRE SOCKS
In plain colors, argyles
and the newest sport
patterns.
55c

75c

$1.00

Hickok Belts,
Suspenders
Smartly styled for
comfortable summer
wear.
$1.50 to $3.50

•••••

chorus was rated "superior" In
the Festival. Mrs. Matthews stated that she was "very proud" of
their accomplishments, as well as
the excellent work of her whole
class.

Interests

FOP-WOMEN
en
nn.

SOCIETY
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CLUBS
—4-- HOME NEWS
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
Phone 926

Ise

ess

to a very appreciative audience.
The last number on the program was a vocal trio, "Come
Mrs. R. S. Matthews presented I Where My
Loves Lies Dreamher class in a piano and voice re- ing" by Stephen Collins Foster
cital Saturday night May 27 at the and presented by Shirley Sizzle,
South Fulton High School audit- Betty Bynum and Carolyn Sizzle, accompanied by Betty Jean
orium, from 7:30 to 9: p. m.
on ComA program of 38 numbers was Johnson, all of the
presented, comprised tif piano munity. They attend the Fulgham
High
School and in April these
solos, duets and trios; also vocal
solo, duets, trios and group sing- girls competed with five other
high
schools
at Murray
State
ing.
College and they were given a
The decorated sulic:ol auditor- rating of
excellent. They sang
ium stage formed a lovely setting this number. These girls
were in
for the capably-rendered program the high school chorus
and the

WHITNEL

111•••

408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone

88 <--c Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

11alf-PinfA0

/luitte'
DUPE

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Brown of
Fulton has announced the marriage of their daughter, Frances, to
Jerry Cursey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Cursey also of Fulton.
The wedding ceremony was solemnized in Corinth, Miss., Thursday June 1. The only attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. Willie Speed.
The bride was a member of the
1950 graduating class of Fulton
High School and employed at
Evans Drug Store.
The groom attended Fulton
High School and is now an employee of the Illinois Central
Railroad.
The couple will make their
home with the grooms parents on
College Street for the present.

ROCK SPRINGS

FUNERAL HOME

here to Hopkinsville.
her vacation with her parents,
Mrs. Amy Driskell of Laurel, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles.
Marylafill, is visiting her son, Ray
Mrs. Frl Howard has returned
Driskell and Mrs. Driskell
on to her I.. me in Louisville after a
Walnut Street.
visit with Miss Flora Oliver.
Mrs. Joe Howard Ind daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kimbro of
Clinton, Ky., visited Mr. and Mrs. Virginia. have returned from a
visit with her son, Harold and
R. S. Campbell Sunday.
Miss Annie Watt Smith
of family in Hobbs, New Mexico
Memphis spent the weekend with and relatives in Claude,Texas.
Miss Bobbye Ann Grisham has
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
'arrived from the University of
Smith on Jackson Street.
Alabama, Tuscaloosa for a stort
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McRae of vacation with her parents, Mr.
Memphis spent the weekend with and Mrs. E. C. Grisham.
her mother, Mrs. J. L. Jones on
Miss Ann Stone has retur 'ed
Eddings Street.
to Murray College for the st tnMr. and Mrs. George Moore mer term after a short vacat•tn
and children and Mrs. Verna De- with her parents, Rev. and Yrs.
Myer visited Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Perry L. Stone.
Moore and
daughter in DyersMr. and Mrs. Robert Knell. -jj
burg, Tenn., Sunday.
and little
daughter of.-Chic: ••ri
Miss Marilee Beadles has ar- the the guests of her parents, 7
rived home from Southern Flori- and Mrs. Clyde 'Williams in 1
da College in Lakeland to spend Heights.

MISS FRANCES BROWN
WEDS JERRY CURSEY
IN CORINTH JUNE I

Mrs. Matthews Presents
Her Pupils In Recital

st,
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gem,/).mtolzh{ii: (Jackson's
FOCII STIMPOO

ano CR

"How can you be so stupid as to forget your key just
because I did?"

Nettie Lee Copelen
Mrs. Lorene
Howell and
granddaughter visited
Sunday
afternoon with Mrs.
Elizabeth
Elliott.
Mrs. Nina Moore and Miss Ina
.Bellew spent Wednesday after'noon with Mr. and Mrs.
Bob
Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Elliott
, were visitors Thursday night of
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott.
Mrs. Ruby Hardison and children spent awhile Friday afternoon with Mrs. Coln Brown.
Mrs. Herchel Elliott and Beverly and Mrs. Mrs. Pressie Moore
visited Mrs. Nora Copelen, who
is ill, Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Hardison
and children and
Mrs.
May
Hardison were Sunday afternoun
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Copelen and family.
Mrs. Arnie Brown and Philip
visited in Fulton
with
Mrs.
Deanie Brown Sunday afternoon.

I been dismissed.
Little Philip Taylor, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mullins and Mrs. Chip Taylor, is improvand littlls daughter of Lexington, ing following tonsillectomy.
Ky., are visiting his parents, Mr.
Mrs. H. F. McGinnis has reand Mrs. Joe Mullins.
turned to her home in Charleston,
Mrs. Hortein
Baird and Mrs. S. C., after a visit
with 'her
Mace McIllItie spent the weekend mother, Mrs. Jim
Norman and
with the; former's son, Danny her brother, Harold east of town.
Baird and
Mrs. Baird in MemWayne Norman has returned
phis.
from Huntsville, Ala., where he
Miss Barbara Homra, who has attended the wedding of his cousbeen attending Lindenwood Col- in, James D. Philpot, of Jackson,
lege, St. Charles,Mo., has arrived who was married to Miss Carolyn
home for the summer vacation. Humers Chopman Friday.
Paul Stone, who returned from
Otha Linton, who has been atthe
University of 'Oklahoma, tending Murray State College, is
Enid, Okla., is visiting his par- spending his vacation with his
ents, Rev. and Mrs. Perry
L. parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton
Stone for a few days before going Linton on Cedar Street.
to Michigan to enter college for
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Gentry will
the summer.
leave this week for Hopkinsville
Mrs. Sallie Dawes
Cavender to make their home. Mr. Gentry
who was a patient in the Fulton _Southern Bell Telephone Co.,
Hospital for several days
has is being
transferred from the

regular

PERSONALS

-50,

$1.00

YOUR
CHOICE
OR
BUY
BOTH!

JACKSON CUG Co.
110 PASCHALL ST. — PHONE 40

1;10( CO.

citark-A

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

PASTEURIZED
HOMCC.ENIZED
\.

"God the Preserver of Man" is
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
which will be read in all Christian Science churches throughout
the world on Sunday, June 11,
11950.
I The Goldcl Text is: "Withhold
I not thou thy tender mercies from
me, 0 41ard: Let thy
lovingI kindness and y truth continually preserve me:" (Ps. 40:11)
Among the citations
which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following
from the Bible:
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on
thee: because-he trusteth in thee."
(Isa. 26:3)

breeifest folks
Enjoy the most:
Coffee ...A, cream
And buttered foatt

PURE MILK CO.
SERVICE AND DUALITY
PHONE 6131

Phone 470 for your Printing

I

The News Does Good Printing

FAMILY TREAT. noel/ 01 bars fun in this room,
Sedan with generous luggage space for trips. Shown bons is Eh_
SPECIAL Soma body typo available else le alse SUPER series.

.401110111IIMINNINMesommomum

I

.••

Look at the FUN you're missing
know—a car is a "ne-

we
cessity" these days. A modern
S
family "couldn't get along without
URF,

MEW LOW PRZIaLi...
Giant 9.5 Cu.ft.

ttolq

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTEr
REFRIGERATO7
EGO-MAT
Dispenseelor 2
Eggs at a Time!

HUGE 35-lb.
FREEZER

numE
Built-in
BOTTLE OPENER
Always Handy!

FULL WIDTH
CRISPER

You want a car with some fun in
it, don't you?
;1
A car you'll get a big bang out of
parked
in
every time you see it
front of your house—every time
you slip into its front seat—every
sweet and easy mile you travel
in it.
Well, come see what this beauty
does for you.

599
'

f(r.`f TERMS—LOW DOWN PILiiiiEkti

ow the doors swing
open in warm welcome
at a thumb touch on a
button. How the broad
seats invite you to take
it easy. How the big
straight-eight under tte

Cold to the floor—every inch inside is refrigerated. Stores more food in less kitchen
space! Huge 9/
1
2 cu. ft. size, but fits in even
small kitchens. See it today!
and al/ these features—Every way, everywhere—the Model U-95 leads in value! Entire
interior is acid-resisting porcelain enamel ...
extra bottle space holds 12 or more quart bottles... FOUR ice cube trays are easy-release
type...big meat tray stores whole chickens,
belky roasts ... 5-year warranty on "Tight.
Wad" refrigeration unit is permanently at.
tat hed to cabinet.

And there's no reason to miss it,
really, for this strapping traveler
is priced under man), sixes. Starts
at figures just an easy step above
the so-called Lowest Price cars.

How smoothly you slip away from
the curb—especially when Dynaflow s is handling the power transmission.
How firm and steady the whole car
feels. How it holds on curves, free
of "heel-over" and sway. How
each coil-sprung wheel quicksteps
over bumps and rough spots that
mean jounce and jiggle on most
cars—how buoyantly road-free a
.Buick is.
•Thpandiesa Drive to etandard S.. ROA nmASTER,op.
tional at extra cosi on SUPER and SPEC]A L. rriocivis.

Phone 16

L..

-,...,

Only Buick has
Dlitterikfthunike*

--......--

liAT‘I mly,....

This rugged front end
(1) sets the style note,
(2)sores ee repair costs
— vortical bars aro
individually replaceable,
(3)avoids "locking
horns," (4) makes parking and garaging easier.

HIGHER -COMPRESSION Fireball
valve•in-head power in three engines.
(New F-263 engine in SUPER models.)
NEW-PATTERN STYLING, with
MULTI-GUARD forefront, taperthrough fenders, "double bubbla"
taillights • WIDE-ANGLE VISIBILITY, close-up road view both for.
word and back • TRAFFIC-HANDY
SIZE, less over-all length for 0054r
parking and garaging, short turning
radius • EXTRA-WIDE SEATS
cradled between the axles • SOFT
BUICK RIDE, Irons all-coil springing,
Safety Ride rims, low pressure tires,
ride•steodying torgue•tub• • WIDE
ARRAY OF MODELS with Body by

a
r
txne in HENRY 1. TAYLOR. ABC Network, every Monday evening.

ur
•

PAUL NAILLING IMP CO.

"Plirriji
l
l

A

What's keeping you from trying
one, when the nearest Buick dealer
is ready to demonstrate without
obligation any time you want to
call on him.

and with it goes:
IfOUR-WA T
FOREFRONT

•

phOrfeayo

Fulton

And then note—

WHATEVER YOUR PRICE RANGE

See "tote.• • dezcie mote • •.

314 Walnut

unP You bet it's fun—too much
fun to miss.

H

WAS $27495
OVER
16 sq It. of
SHELF SPACE

one." Or so you tell yourself.
Come, come, sir! We know, and
so do you, the real reason you got
the new-car fever—and the kind of
car you are hankering for.

F

bonnet snaps into purring life at
your toe-touch.

gil
v-/

forT
ens
.
ift"
0'
1

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street
WHIN SSTTIS AllITOIMOSKIK All MILT SW=

Fulton, Kentucky
WKS 55 MY 11.1.111.11111111111111

by MRS. CLIFTON
joyed and was answered
various members.
HOSTESS AT
14.<. During the business session re- LUNCHEON
ports were given and election of
beautiful colonial
Cliftc rest,
officers was held. Mrs. Gordon
Cliton
Baird was elected president, Mrs. home of Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
edllghtful
Murphy, vice president, Mrs. B. was the scene of a
B. Alexander, secretary and Mrs.. luncheon when'Mrs. Clifton entertained eight of her friends on
B. G. Huff,, treasurer.
served in
president, Mrs. Tuesday. Luncheon was
The retiring
ing room with the
dir
spacious
the
efficient
both
Murphy, has been
low
ten dining table centered with a
and faithful for the past
sweet peas.
beautiful
of
bowl
Society
the
of
years as president
for Miss Mayme
and her efforts are greatly ap- Covers were laid
members for Bennett, Mesdames Joe Bennett,
preciated by the
Paul Westphelbeing such a good leader in help. Jr., Horton Baird,
J. N. Strong,
.ing to build a better and more ing, Horace Reams,
J. H. Shephard, and Ben Evans.
active Society.
delicious meal
Folowing the
the
During the social hour
bridge in the
hostess assisted by Mrs. Amanda the group enjoyed
delicious refresh- afternoon with Mrs. Baird winnSnow served
Mrs.
ments of ice cream, cake and ing the high, score prize
membeas Reams second 'high and Mrs.
lemonade to twelve
and two visitors, Mrs. W. T. El- Evans, low.,
dred and Mrs. Snow.

To Wed In June
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HOME NEWS

Miss Nancy Barry and Mr. Billy Joe James
To Wedon June 25 in Beautiful Ceremony

past May and was salutatorian of
An outstanding June wedding
class.
her
Nancy
Miss
as
today
heralded
is
Mr. James, also a graduate of
Barry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hickman High School in the
Harry Barry of Hickman, an- the
1949 attended military
nounces plans for her marriage class of
in Columbia, Tenn., for
to Billy Joe James, son of Mr. school
terms and returned to Hickand Mrs. E. W. James, also of two
man to receive his diploma with
Hickman.
of 1950. He is associated
The ceremony will be perform- the class
grocery business with his
ed at the First Methodist Church in the
couple will make
on father. The
of Hickman at 4:30 o'clock
home in Hickman.
June 25. Rev. L. C. Council will their
A program of nuptial music
officiate.
by Mrs. MarThe bride, who will be given will be presented
and
organist,
Luten,
in marriage by her father has guerite
Council,
Ann
chosen Miss Pat Stahr as maid of Miss Charrlotte
honor and Misses Janet McNeil, vocalist.
Sidney Stone ,
Virginia Stokes,
Pinkston of Hick- ! WORK FAMILY HAS
and Patricia
REUNION SUNDAY
man as bridesmaids.
Mr. Jim Grady will serve as
was
Tom Work of Dukedom
Grady, host to the Work family reunion
best man and Mr. Bud
Miss Nancy Barry
of
James
Prather
Donald White,
Sunday, June 4. Many 'friends
Hickman and Mr. Jimmie Briggs and relatives attended.
of Humboldt, Tennessee, will I A basket lunch was spread at 7:30 at the home of Mrs. J. A. table was overlaid with a lace
appointments
Poe on Pearl Street with Mrs. cloth with silver
serve as ushers.
noon to eighty three guests.
and a lovely center arrangement
popular ; Those attending from Dicker- Moore Joyner co-hostess.
was a
Miss Barry
The meeting was opened with of colorful summer flowers flankmember of the graduating class 1 son, Tenn.,.were: Joe Kimbro. Mr.
of the Hickman High School this , and Mrs. Cheathem Work. Mr. prayer by 'Mrs. Perry L. Stone. ed by glowing tapers in silver
new holders.
Mrs. F. D. Phillips, the
and Mrs. Albitrt Myatt, Mr. and
called during
Twenty guests
over the
chairman, presided
MISS SUSIE CELEMENT
Mrs. Grady Bileese, Mr. and Mrs. lengthy business session at which the afternoon. The guest list inCOMPLIMENTED WITII
Jessie Seymour, Kathryn Hicktime plans were made and com- cluded: Mesdames J. A. Poe, J. L.
PARTY AND SHOWER
man. John Pitts Hickman, LorMaddox,
appointed for the Jones, Jr., Thomas
mittees were
ene Work. Carkbeth Dudley. Mr.
luncheon to be given at the Dis- Stanley Jones. Fred Horora. 11,1,
Mrs. Jimmy Clement, Jr. hon- and Mrs. Joh4 Work,
Kal•ene
trict Society to be held June 22 Hoge, C. D. Edwards, Gat+,
Clement.
ored Miss Susie Lee
Myatt. Mavis **ymour, Donald
Thomas', Mali
'oride-elect of •Davis L. Dixon Fussell and Mrs. John Hickman, it the Fulton Christian Church. MeiTN-rnan,
Other business was also disea- Oyde Williams. Jr.. Frank Wigparty and Mr. and Mrs. Learnon Myatt.
Thursday with a
gins, Clyde Hill. Morgan Omar,
sed.
shower.
The relatives ;and friends from
Burch an and .Misses
Mrs. Stone presented an inter- iii nd all
the
was held on
The party
were: Mr. and esting progrdm in the
Graves County
absence of Andy DeMyer, Ann Godfrey and
Sunnymeade, Mrs. Joe Work, Mr. and
pacious lawn of
Mrs. the
program
Mrs. Jean Atkins.
chairman,
the country home of the bride's Arnold Work. Mr. and Mrs. Percy
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cle- Work, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Work, William Sewell. She was assisted
by
Mrs. Harry L. Bushart, Mrs. MISSIONARY SOCIETY
ment.
M. ar.d Mrs. Harry McClain, Mr.
Arrangements of flowers 'were and Mrs. Calvin Webb, Mr. and Phillips, Mrs. Poe, Mrs. Wallace HAS MEETING WITH
Ashby, Mrs. Charles Andrews MRS. J. R. HOLLAND
placed on the porch and tables Mrs. Hamp
Williams, Mr. and
-were scattered on the lawn. A Mrs. Darrell Byars, Mr. and Mrs. and Miss Elizabeth Witty.
Mrs. J. R. Holland was hostess
During the social hour sandlarge table was laden with gifts Ishmael Byars, Mr. and Mrs. L.
WoKarl T. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Dal- wiches and Coca-Colas were ser- Monday afternoon to the
.or the bride-elect. Mrs.
man's Missionary Society of the
51imberlin presided at the regist- ton Yates, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. ved to twelve members.
First Christian Church at
her
er.
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Edwards,
home north of town.
friends Mr. and Mrs. Will Buck, Mr. and MRS. WILLIAM STCKES
group of
The large
The chairman,
Mrs.
Harry
entertained with' contests Mrs. Jim K. Johnson, Mr. and COMPLIMENTS MOTHER
-y.4..re
Murphy called the meeting to orVerda Mrs. Lowell Williams.
:and a reading by Miss
WITH LOVELY TEA MONDAY der and presided over the busigroom's
depicting the
_Head,
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Byars, Mr.
Mrs. William B. Stokes enter- ness session. Mrs. Jake Huddles.
Iroubles on the night of his pro- and Mrs. Gaston Shelton. Mr. and
also
cradle Mk. Cleil Pickens, Mrs. Marjorie tained Monday afternoon from 3 ton was lesson leader and
Tamil. Then an antique
gave the devotional. Her theme
-which had been handed down in Work, S. W. Webb, Marion Work, to 5 with a lovely informal tea
was "Thy
Kingdom
Come, 0
Fier father's family for genera- Marilyn Work,
Carolyn Work, at her home on Jackson Street Got"
tions was brought out and the Martha Casey, Bobby McClaip, complimenting her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Perry L. Stone gave an
presented honoree Raymond McClure, Jerry Work, C. W. Frances of Springfield, Ill.
bride-elect
•ifts to her two aunts, Miss Bert Jimmy Yates, Ralph
Work, The house was attractively dec- interesting talk from the lesson
of book "Friendly Journeys in Jaarrangements
Della Head, Michael Williams, Dana Williams, orated with
,Golden and Mrs.
hidden
pan."
Questions and
who were present at her birth Rita Ann Work, Diane
Work, summer flowers.
The beautifully appointed tea answers from World Call was en-and were the first to rock her in Melinda, Phil and Bennie Shelton
. the crade. She also presented the and the host, Tom Work.
hostess with a gift.
cookies CHRISTIAN GUILD
Delicious punch and
served to approximately HAS MEETING MONDAY
were
seventy guests by Mrs. Clement WITH altILS. J. A. POE
Golden,
---,misted by Miss Bert
The Guild of the First ChristMiss Verda Head and Mrs. James
ian Church met Monday night at
Haygood.

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
AIR COOLED --
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Curb Service
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SURPRISE
You — DELIGHT

TRYCO CROP SPRAYER
We hare All Kinds of Spray Chemicals

You — Hold You

Authorized dealers for'

SURGE MILKERS

HANNA'S PAINTS

Installed and in operation
in three hours.

See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks.

Our Specialty:
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES of FIELD SEED

SPELLBOUND
Wed. - Thurs.
June 14 - 15

—FOLKS—
HERE HE IS - - In His Newest Hit!
Even- Better Than
his First Picture!!

AIN& tyro la HOEDOWN
with your singing
favorite of radio,
records and screcni

All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
including

SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A
For starting and growing calves
SEMI - SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs

reading so magazines •.. ye
been
women's
marvel. Sew
leading
you'll
that save
low
features
so
priced
equipmodern
any
beauty •..
Don't OYLICT
KitchAmerican
endless hours!
see
Come
you
parrients.
Ment until Monthly
en.% easy
-

Eddy

ARNOLD
lb Tennessee Pies*

4;
1
0W
100
1

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

todayt

We can sss ecten it so ill, molasses.

GIRLS PLAY TOGS, 9S-.
GIRLS GOWNS, 98c
OR

A T1 UNITS!

KOTCHIERIS
Sr, y.0

I MO

JACK and JILL SHOP

BE

— NEW

OR

OLD!

McDADE FURNITURE CO.

Fulton

204 Lake Street
/•••

••

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

FITTID

INTO ANY KITCHEN

319-23 Walnut Street

(Si...

%Wye by RAT WA11110

•
CAN

toe
Cereillinie Wreilsk""
661111111
The Pied Pipers
The Mahone,
Wranglers

We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

ORDYR A COMP
KITCHEN

Walter

Its SPECTACULAR
2 Hours of Scenes

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

ONE 1.0T DRESSES, 98c

BUETEL

will

We are authorized agents for the

1
OUR 51011E
amazing
AI
thc
DISPLAY you can SI,L,it...kitchen
you've
Ott
Now
postwar
the
el
-steel
about in
a finest ew all
0+

in

—Starring—
Jack
Jane

MITCHELL HUSTON

CORN - BEANS - GRASSES - FERTILIZER

i

OUTLAW

Thomas

,••••••••••

$7.98

IS

RUSSELL

See Us Before You Buy
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT

BOXER SHORTS, ALL SIZES
98c

OO

t4G4

HAMBURGERS
Ray Hunter, Owner

Pit Bar-B-Q

We Sell

le vi
•"
StY

ALAN NM.IN

last, afte-r't;
3 year delay,
you can see...

$1.98

%%ERE $10.98 and $12.98

BOWERY
BOYS
Meet The
MONSTER!

I NAILY',4 at

T,S
sCKESERONESTUOIs.
.
BOYS SEERSU

t
tim'
40
t
s_c051So
yestA2
'

—2nd Feature—

The

•June 11 1

THE EZEE-FLOW LIME & PPRTMIZER SPREADER is the
best we ever have seen. It is GUARANTEED to spread ANY
kind, ANY amount, in ANY condition. Phone 651 for A FREE
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM, NOW!

,,s
P3‘
for
Pr.cit°

toe

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.

HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
and Broadbent hybrids.

'friL

-‘111111111w

rlir

SPECIALS

BOYS SPRING SUITS

—Pl. S_

Serial - Cartoon
Comedy

S

PEA SEED FOR STOCK
and Crowder Peas

c n /et OW
'
poo5e

BIG DOUBLE HIT

akarll'
‘

SOYBEANS: McCoupin, S-I00. Ogden, Arksoys, Black Tarheel
and Virginia Browns,

$1.00

June 1.10

HUNTZ HALL

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

WERE SI 19 and $1 98

Friday-Saturday

GALIC Dill

ND

ONE TABLE, BOYS SPORT SHIRTS

MS-1664

FOR YOUR EATING PLEASURE

Our prices are right!

1

ORPHEUM

Fulton

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603
I

Wow

produted by
imt•

renaL
mein cum

RELAX in COOL
COMFORT
Matinee every day
2:30

75
D50
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tient in the Fulton Hospital.
special name Miss Olena asked:
Little "Doe"
Mrs. Bryan
Bishop
visited
"What name are
you
talking
Wednesday with
Mrs. Harold
(Continued from Page )ne)
about."
Puckett.
"That name you just said," the.
Ner-s and Personals from - - - Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Alexander account written of Miss Olena' mother insisted,
."
of Covington,
Tenn., Mr. and Iier bright and a little sunken
It took some tall explaining to
recollecMrs. D. D. Legg and daughter, Iife. Her own modest
make the
mother
understand
Patricia, of Fulton visited Wed- ',ut duty. Rather, it is to watch why ,rou couldn't call a fine little
nesday with Mr. and Mrs. T. E. tions transcend day in and day girl "Placenta."
eyes, live again each incident in
Eaker.
(To be Continued.)
Little Joyce Ann Brazier left her full and wholesome life.
Odell Puckett
Her career as a public health
Thursday for St. Louis where she
will enter a hospital for treat- nurse began here in 1926 after a SUSIE LEE CLEMENT AND
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor spent! Mrs. J. T. Robey suffered an in- ments. Her
grandmother, Mrs. short tour of duty in a tubercul- DAVIS L. DIXON ARE WED
Sunday
with her sister, Mr. jured shoulder from a fall at her Etta Jackson accompanied her.
last
osis hospital in El Paso and hos- IN HOME CEREMONY SUNDAY
and Mrs. Claude McAlister.
I home Thursday:She is now a paMr. and Mrs. L. W. Tonahill of pital duty in Nashville. She came
On Sunday afternoon, June 4,
Hillsborow,
Texas are visiting here as the third aurse to do puher brother, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. bile health sent and little did Miss Susie Lee Clement, daught hers would be ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Clement
Campbell and sister, Mrs._J. A. she know then
Lawrence and Mr.
Lawrence. the beginning at it.long, tedious became the bride of Mr. Davis
Another
sister, Miss
Sammie and indefatigabilKskevice to those Lee Dixon, son of Mrs. Ray PharCampbell of
Mayfield is
also unfortun.tes who know not the is and the late J. D. Dixon.
luxury of receiving a doctor's bill
The
ceremony took place at
visiting with them.
two o'clock in the afternoon at
Zeb Holden from
Alberquer- in the mail.
arrestwas
her
hey-day she
In
Sunnymeade, the country home
que, New Mexico is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Roy
Latta, Mr .and ed, blackmailed and even threat- of the bride's parents near Fulmurder.
with
ened
.
ton.
Mrs. Jesse
Moss
and
other
With her little black bag she
friends.
The fireplace was banked with
was
companion
contant
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. Baker Cosby of
glagnolia le4ves and fern forming
old.timers
Fulton's
the
in
MediFulton, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Alexa garden-like background for a
ander, Jr., and
Mr. and
Mrs. cal profession. It was with Dr. floral arrangement of pastel pink
Wright
she
set
that
out
one
A.
C.
Glenn Puckett_ enjoyed Monday
roses on the mantle
entwined
01.!
night and Tuesday at Kentucky cold wintry night on an obstetri- with grenery. The white satin alcase
Beelerton.
near
cal
Lake.
tar was festooned with Madonna
After driving
over
several lillies.
We wish to extend congratulamiles
of
muddy
roads
the
drive
tions to Mr .and Mrs. Mose 'B.
Mrs. R. S. Matthews, former
Foster on the
birth of a baby was stopped by three men in a music teacher of the bride, precar
directly
ahead
of
Dr.
them.
girl Friday', June 2. She has been
sented a program of nuptial muWright, with prgfessional dignity sic preceding the ceremony. She
named Roma Kay.
inisitesd
that
the
men
let
them
Mrs. Elzo Foster was hostess to
was assisted by Miss Donna Fay
MONARCH
a Better Brush party at
her through to complete his mission McClure, soloist. Mrs. Matthews
per gallon
of mercy
and a race with the played "A
home Tuesday afternoon.
Night in June" by
..
Miss Maggie Barnes returned stork. After much arguing Dr. Wilson and "To a Wild Rose" by
Monday to her home in Detroit Wrght took the situation in hand McDowell. Miss
McClure atafter a visit with her
father, by returning to his car, starting tired in a white pique dress with
IAAP
it,
and
very
neatly
ordering
the
a
corsage
Lute Barnes,
of
red carnations sang,
sister, Mrs. Jack
Coltharp .and
Mr. Coltharp, driver to bump the car off the "Because", by De Hardelot and
a
ditch.
into
road
Soon
he,
Miss
"0
Promise
brother, Mr. and Mrs.
Me"
by De Kouen.
Burnie
Olena and the driver were on Lohengrin's 'Bridal Chorus" was
Barnes and family.
used for the processional changMr. and Mrs. Dewey Chatman their way again. •
They were met at 'the cross- ing into Mendelssohn's wedding
ANY PAIN'
. I It viii tell
Martin-Sehour's "Monand daughter, Wanda Sue, arrivyou this is news —big news!' arch" Outside \Vine House
ed from Van Dyke, Mich., Satur- roads to continue their journey in march as the bride entered on the
The very finest, top-quality
Paint and Monarch Underday to spend their vacation with a mule-drawn wagon. Drenched arm of her father, by whom she
house paint money can buy
coat zo e the quality sta ndarde
after riding wt.s given in marriage.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will and down-hearted
—now yours at rock-bottom
ofthe;adustry—unsurpasstd
through water up to the wagon
The Rev. Joe F. McMinn read
Puekett and other relatives.
prices,for a limited time only. f,:r
beauty and proreached their the double ring ceremony. Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Mobley bed they finally
\k`henever you intend to
- -mat( <I for covdestination a few lengths behind Matthews played 'Cantilena Nupw(:re Suncl:iy
dinner guests
paint your home,this sea%on
.! n d
Mr. ard Mrs. Chester Shelton ::.id the stork. Having administered tiile" during the pledging of the
or next, take advatual.;e 7;;ne
medical care to the baby and the vows.
family !war Wingo.
of this sens.:tiOnal house
,111
:-.11r•
mother they
began their ride
As the bride and groom knelt
paint bars
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn . Pickett back home only to encountef the at -the altar for the
minister's
were hosts to a chicken supper at slightly drunken wayfarers who blessing Miss McClure impresstheir home Friday night. Those advised them- that they would be ively sang the "Lord's Prayer."
attending included: Leo Green- arrested the next day for unThe bride was dressed in
a
grass, Gus Alexander, Jr.. Ray- becoming conduct,
lovely model of powder
blue
207 Church Street
Fulton
mond Birskey. Ellis Ruddle, ElSure enough—they were called frosted Celanese crepe fashioned
dred Choate and William Archer. on the carpet by the police
of with a high neckline caught by
pearl clips on each side
Clinton. But after telling
their
and
Sunday visitors in the home of side of the
story they were re- a softly draped skirt. She wore a
Mrs. Carl Cooley were: Mr. and leased without
Purple
throated white orchid and
prejudice.
But
Mrs. Gilbert Walker and family Dr. Wright had
to have his joke, a white halo hat.
of Lynnville, Mr. and Mrs. Mel- which he
Mrs.
enjoyed morzi than anyJimmy Clement, Jr., sisvin Stephens and family of Ful- body, and
framed up with the ter-in-law of the bride, was magharn, Mrs. Porter Stephens and officers to
pretend to his driver, tron of honor. She wore a printed
daughter, Gloria Ann.
Farris Scales that they wereall crepe dress with a corsage of red
Mrs. Etta Colley was hostess to going to pail . .. Ferris, chivalor- roses.
Mr. Joe B. Dixon, brother of
a Better Brush party Wednesday ous to the last, pointed threatenthey the .groom, served as best man.
night at the home of Mrs. Net- ingly at the officers that
Little Miss Dianne
positively would not take Miss
tie Hicks.
Clement,
Olena as long as he was around, niece of the bride, attired in
a
Mrs. Etta Stevens of Mayfield They had no intention of doing ruffled dress of white organdy
spent the weekend with friends that of course, but Ferris' actions was flower girl, escorted by
Mashere.
were a telling barometer of the ter Richard Bostick, nephew of
esteem in which Miss Olena was the groom.
Mr.'and .Mrs. Murrell Stephens
The bride's mother wore a navy
held by all colors,
creeds, and
and children, Mrs.
Lelia Bard
sheer crepe with white trim and
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. races.
Miss Olerra's "people" were her flowers were pink rosebuds.
Dick Fuller in Hickman and Mr.
Mrs. Pharis, the groom's'Thoth2-QUART DUSTER
case.
Her
and Mrs. James Green in Fulton. never just another
heart and her mind followed each er, wore a mauve Fanson's dress
50" Long ... you don't hove to bend over,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton sorrowful incident. It was with a fashinned of salyna and a corsage
You won't limp ham* with a backache after using this duster. Its two
and children
visited Kentucky longing to know the condition of of red roses.
iestension tubes reach up to 50"
. so you con dust low plants withLake Sunday afternoon.
A reception was held followthe little club-footed baby that
out bending over. And with th• adjustable curred spout you con cat,
she went again to that home near ing 'the ceremony. . The bride's
fortobly dust the underside of plants. Holds 2 full quarts, enough for
Mr Bruce and Mrs. Lena Byrn McConnell only to walk in and table, overlaid with a hand-made
the av•roge truck garden. Ruggedly built, yet light in weight. Uses any
are on the sick list this week.
hind of dust.
find the youngster had died that lace cloth, was centered with a
Model D-234ley isidy, two 12" •rit•nsion tubes.
with the funeral three tiered wedding cake decMr. and Mrs. Clifford Stephens day. Assisting
arrankements she left with the in- orated with a minature bride and
$2.45
and children returned to their
tention of retucling to help the groom and white bride's roses. At
hame Sunday
spending
after
mother adjust. Oh her subsequent either side of an arrangement of
some time in Detroit.
visit she found the family had pastel pink rosebuds were white
silver
Mrs. Byran Bishop spent Sun- disappeared, but learned that the tapers in
candelabra.
Miss Verda
day with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond father had been sent to jail for
Head, ''of Murray
his moon-shining activities. She State College, presided at
Brown.
the
took back to Fulton the little bag punch bowl and
Mrs. Jimmy
Miss Carolyn Collier spent Sun- of groceries and goodies she in- Clement, Jr., served the cake. As- QUART DUSTER
day with Misses Jo Ann and June tended to distribute among the sisting in the
serving of
the
Just th• right sito for home garden use. Sim.
Bishop.
other children, all under six years guests was Miss Bert
Golden,
/
2" body, two 12" rixtitrision tubes
ilor to Model D in construction. 171
aunt of the bride.
and adjustrble curved spreader.
Mr. and Mrs. Bea Pewitt visit- old.
After a short wedding trip the
There were the funny moments
ed last week with her brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Bennett of too. On one occasion, another ob- couple will reside at 408 Fourth
stetrical case this time with Dr. Street.
__ 70c near Fulton.
75% Zoteone-dust for bean beetles, 5-lbs.
George Major, Miss Olena was inMiss Clement is a graduate of
_ 45c Sunday visitors in the home of structed to deliver the placenta Toler's Business College and for
D-3 dt(3%
.DDT)for potato bggs, 5-lbs.
and Mrs. Richard Childress (afterbirth) and while so doing, the past two and one half years
$1.50 Mr.
50% DDT wettable powder, 4-lbs.
and boys included: Rev. and Mrs. to take the mother's mind off her has been employed by the Fall &
Shepherd and son,
Nolan, Mr. suffering, she asked, as she al- Fall Insurance Agency of Fulton.
and Mrs. Boone
Bennett
and ways did:
Mr. Dixon
graduated
from
daughter, Danna,
Mrs. Lorene
"What are you going to name Murray State College and did adHart and daughter, Loretta, Miss this fine baby"?
ditional
graduate' work at the
Martha Sue Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
The mother answered: "That's University of Kentucky, LexingRobert Galsco of Union City, Mr. a pretty name you just mention- ton, and is employed as an agriand Mrs. Lee Snow of Fulgham ed." A little puzzled and not hav- cultural veterans teacher at ClinUsiiton
Phone 399
402 Main St.
and Mrs. W. B. Thompson.
ing remembered mentioning any ton.

Water Valley

FATHERS' DAY IS JUNE 18!

You'll Pleas.z3 Dad
With A Gift From
ROBERTS SIORE!

NOW AT EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

Here is a fine shirt in every
sense of the word.
High
count, smooth white broadcloth, tailored with the details that make for handsome looks, long wear -and its price tells you that
it's the value of the year! A
perfect gift for Father.

ll
4revectilvv'Si

'Genuine Martin-Senour

MONARCH

FULL
Yi

YS
kor

HALL
N NAPIER

FL
STRANG

ues.

ri Outside White

STON

rLAR
ties

SE
AlT
rou
ID

S.

it Hit!
an
cture.!

MARTIN
SENOUR

open weaw.
31.:mmer shirt,

ONLY $4,85

F489
DUST/#60

$1":40

IPOWN
nging
radio,
croon!

$2.95

House Paint

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

ick
IJETEL

WHITES ... $2.95
icies & Stripes

$2.95

The sparkling colors in
these Wings shirts are brimming with vim, vigor and
vitality . . . . and the soft,
luxurious fabrics set. them
all to fine advantage. Father
will love one ... or several:
NYLON, long sleeves,

$4.95
WASHABLE RAYON GABARDINE, long sleeves,

$3.95
Washable rayon gabardine,
short sleeves,

$2.95
Summer light - weight cotton fabric, short sleeves,

$1.95

Mens'E

PURINA SPRAYS

$1.95
All-rayon, Washable,
In Bright Summer Colors
and Whites.

vN`31'

-Ay

I'Maholey
Williams
Cotton

$2.95

!millers

DOL
day

We Have All Varieties of Soy Beans Common To This Area
Funk's G---Pfister---U. S. 13 Hybrid Seed Corn

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

Custom Seed Cleaning
409 College Street
NM&

Custom Grinding and Mixing
Phone 620
`...•••••••••••

SHIRTS
49' 79'

NU - WAY TIES
Fine array of smart
solid colors and
patterns.

98° TO $1.98
MEN'S SUMMER SLACKS
(Sizes 28 to 12)
Nylon with acetate and rayon;
wrinkle-resistant,

$7.50
genuine Bur-Mil wrinkle-resistant, rayons,
TO

$5.95

$7,95

Bur-Mil rayon gabardine,

$4,95
Father's Day Gift

Father's Day

HANDKERCHIEFS

GIFT SOX.

Nicely gift boxed. Ideal
gifts always appreciated.

Attractivelyboxed; all sizes
in stock. Two pair to the
box.

Per box

A
Rd.

Men's E & W

liens' Colorful

NEW PURINA FLY SPRAYS
HELP YOU CONTROL PESTS

Pipers
°home

SHORTS
59' 98'

Broadcloth; fancy pattern.
,

Combed, rib.

Small, Medium, Large

in in in.:

This year, spray for fly and insect
control with new Purina Fly Sprays.
There are Purina Sprays for home,
dairies, stock cattle and farm buildings. Come in today and get the spray
that fits your needs.

Men's E & W

SPORT SHIRTS

111111 1111

FARMER BROWN USED T4-IE
NEW
WITH THE EXTRA Q(//CK
KNOCKDOWN AND LONG
LASTING KILL ./././

W

Whites and solid - color
Shantung and Fancy
Broadcloth.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

CHECKERBOARD CHUCKLES • from Your Purina Dealer
1111 1111
:e111117111117111f"'

S1tT HIRTS

98' $1"

Per box 98"

Roberts Store
442 Lake Street

Fulton
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and that of divorcee Gloria Mc- in their first marriages).
Lean to bachelor
movie
star
"All of the previously divorced
James Stewart
persons spoke of the 'emotional
"The second -Marriede I inter- immaturity' of former mates. Inviewed said second marriage was terestingly enough, the American
Institute of Family Relations in
a second chance at happiness. To Los Angeles
found that the basis
the
widowed
whose
first
marfor
maladjusted marriages was
Remarriage is a commonplace i unusual interest on several promemotion
riages
had
al immaturity, wfiich
been happy if. offered
of American life — accounting,'inent second marriages. This led
could manifest itself in infidelity,
for one-eighth of all brides and'Selma Robinson to wonder what I new happiness and conipanionnagging,
chronic
alcoholism,
ship and shut a door on loneliness
bridegroams in any year. Yet
it was like to be married again. It gave the divorced an opportun- cruelty, quarreling, sexual and
last year the nation focused with 'Interviewing Professional peo- ity
social
inadequ
acy
and
an inability
to find the things they had
to get along with other people.
pie and second-marrieds
them- missed in their first marriages
"Maturit
y,
agreed,
all
was an
selves all over the country, she and to correct their mistakes.
Accurate....
"Most of them felt that they ability to love, to accept responwrites in McCall's for June that
sibility,
not
merely
WORKMANSHIP
to
perform
the consensus was that second had entered their first marriages
obligations, to beilexible and to
.... At Low Cost marriage is a second chance at with a million preconceptions live
pleasantly in a real, not a
based on books they had read,
Watches, Clacks and Time happiness:
dream, world. It presupposed a_
"Last year second
Pieces of All Hinds Accurately
marriages plays they had seen,
lectures
held the stage as the nation fol- they had heard and even mar- desire to meet difficulties head on
Repaired at Law Cast by—
develop into
lowed with keen interest the riage courses they had attened. before they could
ANDREWS
wedding of the Alben Barkleys, They discovered that there were problems.
"Aside from the problems inthe mamage of New York's Ma- vast areas in marriage not spent
Jewelry Company
yor O'Dwyer to Sloan Simpson in making love or dancing or en- herent in all marriages, second
marriage has some peculiarly its
tertaining friends.
There were
are for
instance,
things like budgets and sickness, own. There
disagreements over friends and friendships from the first marriage that can create difficulties.
In-laws.
"Most of the second-marrieds But the weightiest problems of
around the
knew exactly what they wanted, remarriage center
'and it was quite different from children of the former marriage,
what they had wanted the first whether that marriage was distime. Physical beauty, glamour, solved by death or divorce. The
social position, wit, elegant man best thing to do is to take it easy.
ners, all of which had seemed so The step-parent must not expect
essential the first time, lost much to be accepted immediately or in
a month or two. It may take a
of their importance the second.
"Those whose first marriages couple qf years and a good deal
of
sympathy and patience."
had ended in divorce had more
anxiety about making the second
NEGLECT
marriage work than the widowA noted editor saw a very fine
ed. All of them felt that they
were now much more humble, success of a friend and planned
charitable, tolerant and realistic to write him a note of congratulain their expectations of marriages tion. After a day or two he said
and less inclined to take happin- to himself, "He will get hundreds
of notes about it. So I shall not
ess for granted.
"But from their
experiences bother him with mine." Later he
they felt there were certain char- saw the friend and told him why
acter traits that could make mar- he failed to send his letter
of
riage very difficult — selfishness, commendation. "How many do
Our economical diaper service babies Mothers
you
think I received?" asked the
for instance, or a lack of warmth,
• and mothers Babies! Mild soaps, rinse and
friend. The editor guessed many
stinginess or reckless
extravascores.
The answer was, "Not
;once or jealousy (which many
sterilization give you soft, sanitary diapers!
of them had mistaken for ardor one."
Have you written that letter,
put in that phone call, or sent
/ that telegram yet?
Phone 14
Someone is
ki-• going to miss being bucked up
by
your negligence.
THE M kV*
—Beeville Rib

SECOND MARRIAGES ARE SECOND CHANCE
AT HAPPINESS, THEY SAY

BEAT THE HEAT
With A Good Fan!

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

20% Off
On All Fans In Stock

Buy Today at These Special Prices!
8-inch window fan, Reg. price $9.95; Special $7.95.
8-inch table fan, Reg. price $6.95 Special $5.55.
8-inch all-purpose de-luxe adjustable fan with 2
Reg. price $25.00; Special $20.00.
10-inch oscillating fan; Reg. price $17.95; Special
12-Inch
fan, (3 speeds); Reg. 434.95;
Special $27.95.
12-inch window fan; reversible motor; Reg. $35.00;
Special $28.15.
10-inch pedestal floor fan; oscillating; Reg. $27.95;
Special $22.35.

THE BEST

FOR BABY

CIPS

PARISIAN

AUTOMATIC•
WASHER

LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—

The government
offical in
charge of agriculture
had instructed the old farmer to collect
his
stock
of
every
Set It. /Forget it.
description and
Maytag do„„11 have them branded
. "I suppose
the work. See it that's all
itallowp Ptyncet vrig,s
right," sighed the fermi, day.
Fay Tees
er, "but honest, mister, I'm going
to have a
BE.NNETT ELECTRIC bees." helluva time with them
217 Main
Fulton
—Alexander Film Co. Magazine

SAVE ON PAINT
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Nicole Paint
and Enamel
Including:
-F. Interior
finishes
+ Safety Tred
+ Fire - Stop
finishes

Closeout $1.00 qt. While t
24-HOUR SERVICE SAVE ON
111ROW RUGS!
RADIO
REPAIR
In today. - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

,..
)
witch

to mountain

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:

top coolness with

ATTIC VENTILATION
When the sun goes down in summer, the air begins to cool
off rapidly. Then, with a flick of a switch, you can have that
cool night air pouring quietly into any room in the -house.
Remember how you sweltered last summer, how even
the very sheets were hot, how you wakened in the morning
heavy-eyed and exhausted from fighting the heat in an oven

an opening ender the eases, it exhausts

No matter how hot the day ha; been, no matter how hot
the night seems, an attic fan will permit you to drop off into

the hot, humid oir that honks up in the house
during the
day.-The cool night air is drawn In through
living room
m bedroom windows, pushing the boated air befent
it,
tooling as it moves. With autornatic controls yew

refreshing sleep as soon as your heAd touches the pillow. It
-ms all:lost miraculous, the speed with which the house cools.
i neighbor who has one.

The quiet, *Skier* eftic fan Is built in
under the roof.

turn the fan on in las evening, have it tura lerif o

after

you've gone to sleep. Ilvera3r ra:

r a eti•

•

aighrs sleep, Iwo cents. fur Lost results, your attic

e attic fan at your dealer's

Shashi be capable of changirg the sir in your home once
Matle

and a half. For

eggs. of 10,000 des kubic lest per sebrosel.

29c

18 x 36

49c

30 x 54

89c

SCREEN
PAINT
'4 Pint

15c

Pint

60c
$1.00

1, Third Man theme
2. Bewitched
Sea Breeze
3:My Foolish heart
4. Hoop-Dee-Dee
5. Sentimental Me
6. It Isn't fair
7. If I knew you were coming 1-gallon size,
with spigot. Now
8. Deane
HALF-PRICE:
9. The old piano —
Reg. $5.95, closeout at
roll blues
10. I wanna be loved

THERMOS JUGS
$3.00

CLOSEOUT!
GALLON
$2.00
OT. (Reg. 5129) 79c

FULTON ELECT !C
& FURNITURE C
frti

ercample, a house containing

115,000 Plate te-t of spore should hare a foe with •

15 x 27

Quarts

like bedroom.
T.:, Ore, through

.(;-nuine congoleum quality,
ith border. Variety of colors
rnd patterns to choose.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCOOPOBA1110

Phone 100

I

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street 1

2(

June Dairy Month Helps Kentucky Dairy Industry
K

Taking a new meaning in Kentucky this year, the 14th observance of June Dairy Month emphasizes the importance of the
,dairy industry in the Green Past'tires Program, stated J. Dan
Baldwin, Chairman of the June
Dairy Month Committee.
The dairy theme this year —
"Enjoy Delicious Dairy FoodsYour Best Food Buy"—has been
designed to stimulate consumption of dairy foods at a time when
milk products are abundant.
The American Dairy Association is an organization for nationwide research, merchandising and
advertising to promote the sale of
more milk, cream, butter, cheese,
ice'
,cream, evaporated and dry
milk— supported by the dairy
farmers in 40 states, representing
90 percent of the nation's Milk
production.
Each state has its
own organization, and in
Kentucky, it'is headed by Ben Allen
Thomas, president of the Falls
Cities Cooperative Milk Producers Association, and a dairymen
Shelbyville,
from
Kentucky.
Funds for carrying on this work
are raised through a set-aside
deduction from all producers
during June.
In the last ten years, dairy farmers have experienced markets
of scarcity and markets of plenty!
The market of scarcity was divided into two parts—one under
government control—OPA, and
the other a free market after control was lifted. Busines boomed!

Minnesota
Social Herd
There is social behavior in the
herd. There are happy cows, unhappy cows; the queen that always goes first, one that always
goes last. There are
problem
cows, frustrated cows, neurotic
cows. In herds where production
is high, cows are adjusted and
happy.
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There was a market for every*
pound of milk produced.
Then something happened. The
dairy farmer began to lose part
of the market. It was a segment
of the temporary foreign market.
Milk production began to back
up. It went into bottles and cans
of milk—pounds of butter and
cheese—quarts of ice cream and
tons of dry milk. Net result
the price
structure began
to
weaken at retail level — later on
at the source of production. •
Something over seven billion
teamwork of good farming
1 practices, plenty of fertilizer
pounds
(milk that backed up
and improved seed varieties helped
from the foreign market outlets)
Claude W. Thorp produce 74.5
began getting in the way of norbushels of wheat per acre on his
mal requirements for milk, butSECOND ROAMER SON IN SERVICE
farm near Clinton, -111°, last sumter, cheese, ice cream, evaporated
mer. This was one of the highest
and dry milk in the
Adding a second son of Pabst ter to the dam of Pabst Roamer_
domestic
wheat yields ever reported.
market. It is not the 118,000,000,Pabst Rocader Dore himself has
Thorp's record crop came from Roamer, Pabst Rocader Dore, to
000 pounds of milk produced —
the Kentucky Artificial Breeding a group of very nice
yearling
a
25.2
acre
field.
Altogether
this
but the seven billion pounds of
field produced 1,879 bushels of Association Stud has given the daughters in the hero of Roy E.
surplus that needs undivided atwheat. He seeded Pawnee wheat, a Holstein division a good boost.
Meyer, Roselle, Ill
tention.
hard red winter variety developed
Pabst' Roamer is one of the
Picture tgtoc
This volume of dairy products Illinois Central Railroad sponsors artificial Insemination associations
by the Kansas Agricultural Experimust be sold at -point of sale. It al-mg its lines.
Medal, proven
ment_Station. At harvest the wheat greatest Gold
state with 411,556 cows.
New was weighed on state-inspected sires, of the Holstein breed, havas a sales job and not a legislative
Nearly 3,000,000
dairy cows
one. Advertising pointed at sales
York with 287,044 cows was sec- scales and the field carefully re- ing 40 tested daughters that aver-.that is the American Dairy As- were bred through artificial in- ond. Pennsylvania third arid Ohio measured.
seeding time the autumn be- age 661 pounds of fat as 2 year
sociation story.
semination last year. Such associfourth.
fore the wheat was drilled at the olds on three time a day milking
The June Dairy
Month pro- ations are now operating in 47
The Illinois Central Railroad rate of a bushel and a half an acre, and many outstanding sons and
grain and American Dairy As- states and Alaska. These have
sociation set aside function under grown from only a few states in Company became interested in following removal of a soybean daughters that have been show
3- *
ring winners.
the same leadership in Kentucky. the past eight years, yet with this method of dairy
improve- crop.
• Thorp ''poured it on" so far as
Rocader
The dam of Pabst
Baldwin says that this state is this phenomenal grewth only one ment in 1945 and assisted
in fertilizer is concerned. He broad20"
unique among all other states in cow in nine was bred artificially launching associations in Ken- cast 500 pounds per acre of 8-8-8 Dore is classified Excellent, has
three large records and is from
last year.
this particular.
fertilizer before drilling the wheat.
There were, however, 17.2 per tucky, Tennessee. Mississippi and Previously the same year, 400 one of the great cow families in
cent more cows bred in 1949 than Louisiana. To date they have fur- pounds of 3-12-12 was added ahead the Pabst herd. She is a half sisin 1948 showing the rapid growth nished sixteen sires for the free of the soybean crop. He uses this
and popularity of artificial in- use of these associations. Last heavy fertilizer program to build Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. RonThe pOwior SAWN/ for every home.
semination.
Pomo drives wheels, power drivers
year these Illinois Central bulls up the soil under a 4-year rotation ald Elliott and attended church
reel, power Onuen sharpener. The
This method of mass improve- sired
over fifteen thousand of clover, corn, soybeans and wheat. at the First Baptist Church in
four-cycle gropes & Stratton engine
Fulton.
takes the tabor out of lawn mowing.
ment of dairy cattle has had • a calves.
Mrs. Lolar Vaughan spent a
spectacular rise in its 11 years of
by
P. R. Farlow, general agriculNEWS
ENON
few
days
J. Dan Baldwin
last week with
existence in this country.
her
In tural agent for the Illinois CenMrs. Alfred Vaughan
son, Mr. and Mrs. Felix Vaughan,
1939 there were less than 8,000 tral Railroad believes this is the
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Robey
Donna
and
Bobbie.
cows in seven associations. Then greatest single step which has of Chicago have been
207 E. 4th St.
Fulton
Coffee Drinkers Turn To Milk
visiting
Sales of coffee continue to drop 228 cows were serviced by each ever been made for the improve- with Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerbecause of high prices. Roasters bull, while last year each of the ment of America's dairy herds. son for the past few days.
and importers are shuddering 2,104 bulls provided breeding ser- This is evidenced by the large
Harold Wayne Cook is in the
about reports that coffee drink- vice for an average of 1,344 cows number of artificially bred heif- Haws
Hospital. He has pneueach.
ers now winning blue ribbons at monia,
ers are guzzling milk and drinkWisconsin
in
still
the
leading all the southern shows.
ing a greater amount of tea than
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore visitCombining Beauty and Performance
ever before.
ed Mrs. Nina Murchison and family Sunday afternoon. Mr. and
For Low Cost Summer Enjoyment
time that I have been appointe(1
June Dairy Month
his
Mrs. Sidney Wisnell and
Manager of the Kentucky Stati
June Dairy Month Campaign Fair. This appointment will make
mother came during the aftergot off to a fine start Wednesday, it necessary that I
noon.
discontinue
May 31 at Louisville, Kentucky editing the Farm News Digest,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Vaughan
Including Motor
when a milking contest featur- however, my successor, John I.
"Milk production per cow is and children spent Sunday aftering Governor Earle C. Clements, Anderson will continue on with at the highest level in our his'- noon with Mrs. Lolar Vaughan
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY! WE WILL NOT
Commissioner
of
Agriculture this service.
BE UNDERSOLD ON THE SAME QUALITY!
tory," says the U. S. Department and Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Stewart,
Harry F. Walters, and Alan
Jerry and Larry.
May I take this means to ex- of Agriculture.
WE ALSO HAVE ATTIC FANS
Mrs. Macon Shelton nd ,chilSchneider, Assistant to the May- press my sincere appreciation for
For 1949 the average cow proor of Louisville, was held
in the cooperation that has been duced in the 12
months 2,437 dren, Mrs. Richard Jeff ies ,and
Lincoln
Park,
which was a given me in the past by news- quarts of milk compared to 1,891 Carol Ann and Mrs. Fenn e ShelMrs.1
scream.
editors' throughodt the quarts 25 years ago. It is better ton spent Tuesday with
paper
204 Main Street
Fulton, Kentucky
The world's largest ice cream slate, and I trust that in my new milk and higher quality than Nina Murchison and Attie Mur1
pie, Pi feet in diameter was ser.;° position this most pleasant rela- nostalgic old timers like to ad- chison.
Mrs. Nina Murchison spent
ved at the luncheon, with guests tionship will continue.
mit.
from all giver the state in
atAs Manager of the State Fair
Cows Respond
tendance. Both the milking con- I solicit the aid of the press and
Dairy cow psychiatrists think
test and the cutting of the pie will welcome suggestions at any that some of the improvement is
were televised.
time toward a bigger and better due to a greater understanding
Fair.
of the tempermental tour-footed
Dear Friends:
Yours very sincerely,
lady who is the
predominating
You no doubt are aware by this
J. Dan Baldwin.
factor in making the U. S. the
greatest
dairy
nation in the
world. Cows are sensitive
and
emotional, can easily
become
socially maladjusted or nervously upset and quickly show it in
lowered milk production.
The dairy cow is the most efficient and economical converter of
the products of nature into food.
Dairy farming
maintains the
fertility and
productiveness'of
the soil. The food nutrients in
cows milk are in a more perfect
balance than any food.
Cows develop the best instincts
AUTOMATIC GAS
in man — kindliness, responsibility,
intelligence.
Every'
counterLet It Remind You That Dairy
part Of human behavior is found
Products Give You MORE
in dairy cows says Dr. W. E.
Peterson of the Uniyereity
of
Vitamins, Energy, Minerals,
Let us show you the new Coleman Shalloflow Models that fit into
the floor, extending only 22/
3
4
!below. No pit, no excavation, no
and Proteins THAN ANY
air ducts. They heat 3 to 5 rooms. In 35,000 and 50,000 p,Tu models.
OTHER FOODS.
Now's the time to heat-measure your home for wintkr comfort!

3 MILLION DAIRY COWS BRED ARTIFICIALLY;
IC RAILROAD ASSISTS IN FORMING GROUPS

Heed Seed, Soil Care.
Aid Plant Food Give
Record Wheat Yield

Prim

IZOC

CUT

FARM
NEWS DIGEST

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

Grand Stand

Seat

Yeur radio is your grandstand
seat at the baseball park.
Don't let faulty reception get
in the way of the run-by-run
account. While the preliminaries are still under way, let
CITY ELECTRIC put your
.idio in trim for the rest of the
,.ason.
Honest Diagnosis.
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

WILLIAMS HDWE.

FOR SUMMER COMFORT

BELIEVE IT OR NOT;
COWS HAVE FEELINGS

24" WINDOW FAN

FORRESTER SHOE SHOP

COLEMAN'S GOLDEN

ANNIVERSARY OFFER

15%llui1tstiion
kirlumen
Coleman

BUY NOW AND SAVE IN THE WM'S LEADING FLOOR FURNACE!

Safeguard Your Family's Health
with

"rake, crux eitoza

sy24

MILK
BUTTER
CHEESE
and ICE CREAM

Here's how Coleman Automatic
Shalloflow heats your home
With the exclusive and unique
COLEMAN COMFORT HEATING SYSTEM
The cold ail' gees is here
The warm air tomes out hare
And centget goes mad ad rd

Save on your food budget by
using more Dairy Products every
day ... they actually save you
money by providing more nutrition
for each food dollar.

JOHN DEERE
DAIRY PRODUCTS ARE NATURE'S
MOST COMPLETE FOODS!

ib t KENTUCKY'S
HALF BILLION DOLLAR
r

DAIRY INDUSTRY

USE MORE

DAIRY PRODUCTS
for your HEALTH'S sake!

DUAL WALL MODEL fits Into floor ender well and
circulates worm air through either et both adjoining rooms.

Good hay in neat,well-packed,wiretied, sliced belay of commercial size,
shape, and weight brings top price*
and a ready sale on today's market.
You get }tart that kind of bales when
you depend on a John Deere Automatic Baler.
What's more, tying is done neatly,
'speedily, precisely, and automatically.
It will pay you to investigate the advantages of efficient automatic baling
the John Deere Way. See us for full
Come in goon.

We're headquarters for tb'l Golden
Anniversary offer that sanr Al 15%
on Coleman's world-fan, s Floor
Furnaces--a fully automatic. scientific heating syetem that t^nds
Clean, silent., free of dust cc ashes.
Let. us examine your home id recommend the light Coletn is Shallow
Bow model for your heatmg needg.
Ask about Colognes's exclusive ifs.
Arch Ilertsor sod other hgegerog Ike&
pgaroofwg•

Law

PURE MILK Company
Fulton, Kentucky

Phone 813-J

WILLIAMS HDWE,
107 E. 4th St.

down

payment
FLAT REGISTER MODEL Lies flush in floor with grille
allow ftril fops Sow a: sir through house.

54% sews re

beffer-koarksgl

25

9

a

&ewe.

weak

34 months

es Par

Fulton

JOHN DEERE-74 Qkaii4.
gio Xr4or, 1;rmeitz-

Graham Furniture Co.
303 Walnut Street

Phone 185

•to
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Kentucky Key, Suh!-

day dinner guests of Mr and- Mrs
Larry Binford.
Mrs. Govie Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hic:c; and
Last week Mrs. Nona Shelton Mr. and Mrs Lyndal Hicks were
of Matfield and Mrs. Met Kerby Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
of Fulton were callers in the E. Cletus Binford.
C. Nall home
Miss Sara Ann Hochman has
Congratulations to two of our not been feeling so well tor the
boys who got married Sunday af- past few days. Dr. Ward Bushart
ternoon. Brown Clifton and Miss was called to see her last Friday
Elnora Humphries, Davis Dixon but she is some
better at this
and Miss Susie Clement
writing.
Mrs. Nora Bryn is spending a
Mrs. Will Best and Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Gardner were visitors of
Mr. and
few days with
Mrs,
Richard Mobley.
Leon Wright Monday afternoon.
Rev. E. C. Nall spent WednesMr. and Mrs. Will WeatherLuther
spoon, Mrs. Robert Veatch and day with Mr. and Mrs
daughter were Sunday afternoon Moore and daughter.
visitors in the W. L Best home.
Miss Bettie White spent ThursMr. and Mrs. Hamp elapp anst day night with Miss Hazel Beard.
The ladies of the church are
children were Sunday afternoon
visitors in the Leqn Wright home painting the walls and ceilings
Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Conn and of the basement. It is looking
Sunday very nice indeed.
spent
three children
Mr. and Mrs'. W. Roper of Texwith Mr. and Mrs. Walker Conn
and
as are visiting is sister
and family.
Our sympathy goes out to ow niece, Mrs. Pauline Walker and
cid neighbor, Mrs. Nanney Rob- Boone and Miss Martha Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hicks
ey, who has suffeied a broken
Balladeer Ernie Lee beams as Marilyn Jenkins ties a bow knoi
shoulder and is confined to the and boys, Mr. and Mrs. Ruttie befitting a man who has
received the key to My Old Kentucky
I espital. We hope she will soon White and son were Sunday supHome from the Chamber of Commerce of the Bluegrass state. He
be cut.
per guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
is heard Tuesdays and, Thursdays at 8 a.m., EST over WLW.
Several from here attended the White and Bettie.
wedding of Brown Clifton
Let's all come out next Sunday
and
Elnora Huinphries hi the
Mt. to church and meet our new pastZion Church Sunday afternoon.
coming
conference
or Of the
Mr.' and Mrs. Carnell Hancock year. Perhaps he will be our old
-.7ere recent visitors in the IV. L. one back.
2est home.
Mrs. Al Whitman and two chilDUKEDOM
ye ra—i
2
dren of Mer.phis aill Mrs Car
nay Hicks of Fulton were visitors
Thursday afternoon in :he WalkMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weems
Early spring, statistics show,
er home.
and Larry started for their home
Mrs. Cora Hicks is improving in Elizabeth, N. J., Thursday af- home. She has been visiting in I is the season of the year when
nicely in the Fulton floseitt.1 at. ter a few days visit with rela- the home of Mr. and Mrs. James I the highest incidence of whooping cough occurs_
1.?r an operation list—week------------ tives and friends here.
Etiegood for the past two weeks.
Maggie Conn spent la.it Friday
This
communicable disease,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. which once believed to be a necvsith Judy Outland.
Marion drove to Arlington SunRev. and Mra. M,cre -. ere Sun- day afternoon and brought Joyce and Mrs. Harry Yates were Bro. cessary adjunct of childhood, is
and Mrs C nnie•Stroys and fam- ' now known to be preventable,
ily. Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and immunization is advocated at
and Mrs. Ruth Weems.
an early age. It is believed best
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson to complete the baby's immunizavisited their son, Robert Emer- tion the first six months, includson and family Sunday
after- ing smallpox. This early immuninoon.
zation should be
followed
by
Mrs. Ruth Weems spent a few booster does administered at 18
months,
at
three
and
six
years
days the latter part of the week
with her sister, Mrs. Emmett Fin- I and again upon exposure to the
disease.
•
ley of Pilot Oak.
6-cu. ft ;
To point up the seriousness of
Marion Taylor, James
Earl
Moore, Junior Casey and Howard ; whooping cough, it is only necesreconditioned
Crittendon went frog
hunting sary to note that in 1948 a total
of 58 persons in Kentucky died
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Addie Casey, Lila Mae and of the disease. This represents a
SPOT. 6-cu. ft.;
Dahlia Rea Sanders visited Mrs. reduction in fatalities, but the
after- disease still constitutes a very
Addie Walston Monday
real public health problem in the
noon.
reconditioned .... .
state.
Mrs. Rube Stanfield was a'guest
It is especially dangerous for
in the home of her
daughter,
children under three years
of
Mrs. Virginia Owen Monday.
8-cu-ft.; refinished
age, infants in particular, and
Mrs.‘0. F. Taylor and .Joyce parents should see their
private
Jim physician and follow his
called on Mr. and Mrs.
and reconditioned
advice.
Raines Monday afternoon. Other Since the first
symptoms are
visitors were: Mrs. Powell Webb much like those of the common
and Mrs. Edith Yates.
cold, it is advisable to consult a
CROSLEY, 5-cu-ft.;
Mr: and Mrs. J. P. Owen and doctor immediately if whooping
girls visited Mr. and Mrs. Leon cough is sus
suspected.
easy terms.. .
Davis of Mayfield Sunday.
Through the Fulton
County
—Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Williams, Health Unit it is possible to obMr. and Mrs. Charles Williams, tain copies of a
pamphlet on
Mrs. Lee Williams, Mr. and Mrs. (The Prevention and Control of
Richard Johnston and Mr. and Communicable Diseases.
This
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called to seElhe handy- handbook contains much
225 East 4th Street
Phone 164
Weems Tuesday night awhile in valuable information.
the home of Mr. House.
More and more parents are becoming aware of the wisdom of
early immunization'against the
communicable diseases of childhood, and this
awareness has
done much to lesson the incidence
of such diseases. Other important factors which have contributed to this decrease are a more
practical understanding of the
rules of health, better nutrition,
increased medical care and better standards of living.
Going barefoot in the spring
and summer can be fun for the
children but it can
also
be
dangerous, the Fulton
County
Health Department, warns parentf. This is the most common
way in which the hookworn disease is contacted.
Although hookworms are only
a half inch long and about as big
around as a piece of No. 3 or 40
cotton sewing thread, they can
cause a great deal of trouble in
the body of their victim.
The tiny worms, or grubs, from
a polluted soil burrow into the
bare skin, are taken up by the
blood stream and eventually pass
into the intestinal
tract where
they attach themselves to the intestinal walls and start sucking
blood.
As a result of the presence of
hookworms in the body, the child
or adult becomes pale and listless. If a person has a bad case,
Are you leaving town? Vacationing? Permanently?
some parts of his body .may swell,
his eyes become
Wherever you may go, your visit or stay will be much
dull and his
gums pale. Hookworm
can be
more pleasant when you "keep up with folks” back
cured, but only a physician
is
qualified to do it.
in your own home area! Subscribe now! Have your
There are several things that
can be done to
prevent hookpaper delivered regularly . . . a+ 1-.)me or away!
worm. Sanitary toilets will prevent soil pollution. The Fulton
Phone 470; place your subscr!,tion, today!
County Health Unit will supply,
free of charge, the plans,
for
building such a toilet. This is an
important factor in
combattipg,
the disease, since hookworm eggs
are expelled in
human waste.
Boys and girls, especially small
children, should
always
wear
shoes or sandals.
'
"Serving Fulton and the Ken.-Tenn. Area"
Remember that although less is
heard about hookworm nowadays
than several years ago, it still exists in Kentucky communities and
causes needless illness.

WESLEY NEWS

I

Whooping Cough Dangers
ROUTE
„t,r Health; Parents Warned

-

I

USED REFRIGERATORS

CROSLEY

79.95
59.95
99.50
69.95

COLD

DAYTON,

FOURTH STREET FURNITURE STORE

the

wherever you go!

THE FULTON NEWS
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lt4101111111111111=
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Griffin of
Knoxville, Tenn., spent the weekparents, Mr. and
end with his
Mrs. Press Griffin.
CrutchMrs. A. L. Giffin of
Giffin,
Mrs. Hoyt
field and
afternoon
Route 4 were Friday
guests of Mrs. Algie Hay.
Mrs. William Long and David
and Mrs. Paul Long of McConnell
Wednesday in Mayfield
spent
with Mrs. Carney Wrather.
Mrs. Cecil Williams and Mrs.
Andy Hays of Polk Station were
guests of Mrs. Bill Griffin Monday.
Mrs. Jessie -Raines has returned to her home near Kenton after spending a few days with her
daughter, Mrs. Jack Lowe. Mrs.
Raines has been quite sick but is
improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Nethery of
Wated Valley spent Monday with
his brothers, Edd and Algie Hay.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cape and
Mr. and Mrs. Penny Cape and
children and Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Delello and children from St.
Louis were recent visitors
of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cape and Mr.
and Mis. Dock Bennett and Mr.'
and Mrs. Sud Bennett.
Mrs. Ernest Lowe visited her
brother, Harold Rogers in Woodland Mills, Sunday afternoon.

Hur
sonini
year
childr;
group.
same
to Dr.

To t/

REMAKING THE WORLD
A young father, seeking something for his son to do, tore a map
of the world out of a magazine
and cut it up like a picture puzzle. "Here, son," he suggested,
"let's see you put this together."' I
In a few minutes the boy point- '
ed to the completed task. "However- did you do it so quickly?"
father atked.
"See, daddy, there's a picture
of a boy on the back. I knew if
I could build the boyright, the
world would come out all right,
too."
—Round & Round, Wichita, Kan. ,
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SPINET .... cut
MINUET .... Rock Crystal

A. HUDDLESTON COMPANY
212 Main Street

Phone 120
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BLOCK'S 'CANTFADEr

U

White; Light and
Dark Backgrounds.
Sanforized!

1.98

I I2

"Sir William" (By Blockj
White broadcloth; 'Airway" color
guaranteed to outlast the body of the
shirt. _ _
$2.98
New ERA Shirts
____
$3.65
Sport Shirts in a variety range of colors;
Long Sleeves
_ _ . $2.98 to $1.95
Short Sleeves
$1.98
MENS' COOL SUMMER

SLACKS
Checks, plaids, solids; Sizes 28 to 46

95 4. $795
10

$4
•"BEE" COOL

PANAMA HATS

$3.95
OTHER HATS
D'ORSEY TIES

$2.95, $1.98
$1.00, $1.50

Kasnow's Department Store
448 Lake Street

AIR

Fulton
Hi I

MOTHERS WARNED ON LEAD POISONING;
INFANTS' SYMPTOMS LIKE POLIO

•

1

This Is

Mr. and Mrs. Aire Collie had din. Friday,
June 9,1950 — The 1Pultan New —Pa
ner Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
ge/1
Pete Foster.
day.
Hundreds of cases of lead poi—
Preen* PVIM etavirse: Call 4741
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
cussed lead poisoning and
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
it,
soning happen in the U.
)S. every effects in
Lanett
a,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Olive
Redbook Magazine for
Harold, Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates
year — especially amorig small June, and
and children, Mrs. Willie Lou
suggests precaution,
and Bertheal and Mr and Mrs.
children in the one-to-three age for
you to take in your home:
Braun and Billy Bard Vaugham
group. The
Charles Yates attended the show
symptoms are the
"During the polio season, in a
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowery
same as those for polio, according Midwes
at Fulton Tuesday night. They all
tern city, a
By
William
R. Nelson
doctor
reDr.
Martin
to
awhile Sunday night.
Gumpert, who
ceived a call
enjoyed a chicken supper before
from a
mother, THE WORD "newspaper" overfrantic because her child had
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann going to
the show.
all .' simplifies the functions of the
Friday - Saturday
the symptoms of polio —
and David visited Mrs. Clara
vomit- institution so named, because a
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Butler
Jae 9-10
Willia
ing, stiff neck, headache, convul
ms
and
Mrs.
Radie
Kings- newspaper publishes much more
were in Fulton shopping Satur'ton awhile Sunday night.
sions. At the hospital, the alert than the
Expert Corning
news
of
commun
its
ity.
To Union City & M•yfleld
DOUBLE BILL
Mr. Mrs. Charles Yates visited day.
doctor noticed a narrow margin Virtually all newspapers regularl
Again
y
GEO. L. HOWE
of tiny gray or black spots,
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Warren and
Harold Taylor, son of Mr. and
DOUBLE THRILL
near contain editorials, features such as
Well-known expert, of IndianJoe Buddy at Cuba Thursday and
this, and advertising, none of which
apolis will personally demonstr- the edge of the child's gums.
Mrs. Cecil Taylor,
preach at
Friday night.
"After tests, and careful ques- is included when speaking of news.
-ate his method without charge
Pilot Oak Sunday Eight.
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster and
Strangely enough, the histories of
:he Davy Crockett Hotel, Union tioning of the child's mother, the
boys spent the weekend with Mr.
City, Friday, June 16, from 2 P. doctor's diagnosis was lead poi- famous newspapers disclose most
GRILLE
M. to 6 P. M. and at the Hall soning. The child had been
and Mrs. Ed Hollis.
won fame because of contents other
teethwens
Noe
momHotel, Mayfield, Thursday, June ing and had
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
bitten on the seat of than news. That proves, editors bescarf =NE!
22 from 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.
lieve, that readers approve of, want
Lanetta spent Saturday night
a kitchen chair, which had
Mr. 1111We nays the Howe
been aid enjoy
method
a variety of material in
with Mr and Mrs. A. D. Johnson
-initiactm the openings in
painted with outside paint. This
Mort time DU the averagerernarkahlY case
and children at Cuba.
is typical of hundreds which their newspapers.
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of the happen
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Shelby Jean Foster has had the
rupture and no matter how,
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current events,
The Howe Rupture Shield
Newspaper
Jimmy visited Mr. and Mrs. Pete
han no tiny quantity can cause
strap;
death—
leg
waterproof. 1.111111tarN. practia newspaper
Foster Friday night, and Marion,
especially among children
cally indestructihle and ran be
500%
be- Impartially and objectively reports
worn
while bathing. Each eihleld
Pete and Jimmy attended the ball
in skill- rween one and three
Interest
the
news,
years
discuss
es and interpret,
fully molded and fitted to the parts
of
game
age.
at Fulton.
under heat which given a perfect
it with editorials, and entertati.fit
at
Ind satisfaction.
FMrs.
"In every home
Jack Foster and Lanetta
which
Large and difficiait rupture
has and Informs in feature and athei
s follow- !small children,
TN WIT WEE EMI
visited Mrs. J. T. Hedge Friday
ing operations enpecially nolleited
these precautions Using columns.
.
IN ISE fell HU
Sun.- Mon.- - Tues.
I .0
1 •not overlook thin opportun
afternoon awhile.
News is an accurate account of
ity If I should be followed:
Your investment
Cu want gratifying result.. Mailing
isms 11-12-13
Mr. and Mrs, R. S. Gossom -visI "1. Never use outdoor
highlighis of a happening of interest
addrens P. 0. Ito: (.333 E
returned the first
paint
Michigan
on
St Station,Indianapolin I,Intl.
year through inited Mrs. Burnel Lowery Sunday
Ifurniture or indoor
.
woodwork, to the paper's readers. That is why
creased land valMET *1111/04111111"PARSON GRAYS
it is necessary to say black is
Jerry Gossom spent last week
Use only paint labeled 'lead-f
ue—and FourLeaf
ree.' white,
MOS TE lasts
if that is what someone and Mrs. 0. G. Clark Saturday. with Mr. and Mrs. Burnel Lowe(Most outdoor paint contain
for years.
s stated, even though
Finely powdered, the disinteLittle Jimmy
Wilkerson was rY.
f-ff
lead for purposes of
the reporter,
ta/7791
049
7
grated FOUR LEAF POWDERED
weather- editor and newspa
per know differ- driving the wagon last Thursday
Mrs. Mose Pue isn t getting aproofing.)
ROCK PHOSPHATE is available
ently. And that is why a report
in
the
natural
form,
long
for
"2. Never neglect an
first
too
and
well.la
tely.
outdoor about • meeting of local officials when the horses started running :
early year benefits.
, Mrs. Elzo Lowery, Mrs. Marion
surface
which is chipping
ma Pommes Moroi
or is as important news here as a and Jimmy fell forward.
The Jones, Mrs. Jack Foster
flaking. Scrape the surface
and Lan, dis- session of toe legislature or of the wagon ran over his leg but there
1t-GM proem
etta attended a Better Brush
use._or flakes, and apply a
parnew, congress.
were'nt any serious injuries.
one of the fine
AUSTIN & AUST/N---firm coat of paint.
ty at Mrs. Elzo Foster's Tuesday
The home town newspaper's ediSunday guestsof Mr. and Mrs. afterno
SEED COMPANY
"If
family pictures
on.
your
child is
colicky, torials and its educational and en- N. F. Wilkerson were: Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Cloy Yates visitedl Cayce, Ky.
nauseated, constipated or
of 1950
Phone 17
tertainment features may not re- Mrs. George Atkinson and chilirritable, call your doctor
at once. ceive as widespread attention, dren, Mr. and Mrs. James Wilk- Mr. and Mrs. Huch Hopkins Sun-1
These may be symptoms
of lead numerically, as do those of metro- erson and son, Larry of Chicago,
Loans made in all sur- poisoning.
Prompt treatment can politan papers, but proportionately Mr. and Mrs. Biggs Darner
-ounding towns and
and
save
a
child's
:hey are even more important. They daughter, Patsy
:ountien in any
life."
of Palmersville,
,mount up to $300 on
are more closely representative of Mr. and Mrs.
Monroe Wilkerson,
Furniture.
Automohat the "grass roots" of our counalle.
Livestock. Co.
Misses Sue Shelby and Virginia
Fulton Route One
-faker. Signature.
try thinks, approves and disapJOEL
proves. because America's home Clark.
...ELLER DREW- BIAS ITOCEWV..L
Sue Clark
Miss
Evonne
Weaver
visited
, r,ris are the backbone of our na
Monday night
ARM=
guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark
and
r“on.
and Mrs. 0. G. Clark
were: Mrs.
Sixty per cent family Sunday.
Wed.
Thurs
.
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Howell and
VOke
June II I
of the People of
United• Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell
the
of
...it war a daring
visited Mrs. Tom Howell's sister
States
•
ify
live
in
Dr. H.W.Connaughton
saboteur... in peace a
communities Sunday.
Un avenger!
Miss Sue Clark
ea as this, or on farms. What
visited
Miss
Veterinary Service
•ire:leve, do and say is there. Aline Wilkerson Sunday night.
fore the voice, will and heart of
Mrs. 0. G. Clark is on the sick
Phone 807-R
I.:Is country. And their newspapers list
or Call 70
therefore mirror majority desires
and aims.
Graduate Veterinarian
Route Three Chats
News, editorials, features and advertising combine in the home town
Located on Martin -Fulton
Mrs. Jack Foster
Depot Street
"Buck Bushart"
newspaper to accurately reflect the
Fulton
MK0111.011Al50
(Too late for last week)
Highwa
y.
commun
ity, to inform it, entertain
. ;ft 11411{Ii SeNegt -""
Phase On
Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon and
It,
and
to give it • voice in the
1...."Fekoa's FRIENDLY Loss Service
larger affairs of our daily lives.
There is no more important newspaper, anywhere, than this ono. And
Most Complete Stork
In West Kentucky
the local news it reports is big news
in this community.

Your Paper

Local News
Is Big, Too
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LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

7

TELEPHONE
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
FINEST AMBULANCE

—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
Adult Funerals from $99.50

Lo 46

35

Before you buy of Range
COME IN AND LET VS feriff T011 A COMPUTE

takeit!

*Ike
IT'S Ob
FOR DEPENDABIUTY

You get POWER that series for years
and years! it's "job-Rated" to give

DEMONSTRATION Of TIN FAMOUS

TAMA!,
14flap)*
Yoe will Ike spimah loom
new mow • kwo door
—Co 11,* siagsapest yowl
shop and compare. See
the •Flappeml llhooe's •
wodth of convectieacee
to make vow kitchen
boars ea:Wee—more eMombla Bornow
for its beauty, your new "%ippon
atilt be do. ,g', of raw knimosis.

krlow

f your "FM"-set isn't
work
ne right, I can fix it for
you

NAVA°

fl

DIAPI M—
OO 01KleA TION
—4W manse

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON
Fulton, Ky.

You get a CHASSIS

Phone 960

• • •
I have a complete line
of hat
teries for portable sets.
your new ones in time for Get
that
fishing trip, picnic basebal
broadcast or weekend trip. l
FREE pick-up and delivery
anywhere in the immediate
'ulton vicinity.

„
"HAM'S

POWER:... a great truck engines each "Jab-Rated" for
PI US power.

ECONOMY:...Priced with
the lowest. "Job-Rated" for
dependability and long life._
BIGGER PAYLOADS:
carry more without overloading ILX/C3 or springs because of
"Job-Rated" WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIO N.

NOW! Etna FLUID DRIVE
available only on Dodge "JobRated"Trucks( VI 4011,%-too
*ad Itoe models).

EASIER HANDLING: ..
sharper turning! Parks in tight
places. "Job-Rated" maneuverability!
COMFORT:... widest seats
. . windshield with best vision
of any popular truck.• Aircushion
adjustable "chair- height" seats.
SAFETY: . finest truck
brakee in the industry ... hand
brake operating independently
on propeller shdaelteOdnenilT/
and up.

from
bumper to bumper to give
you dependable,
low-cost service for
a long, long time.
You can carry
bigger payloads.
And you get handling ease that's out
of this world.

You get a BODY tbal lesti aml

h.,

'job-Rated" for extra years of .. ry Re.
And it has the kind of extra comfort and
convenience you've always wanted.Cab has
the widest seat and windsheckl with hest
vision of any popular truck on the inarke,

Waitalittl6Mrw,Va611111151144111111:15ant!skiwith* we

RADIO CENTER

M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
Phone 455
Folton

not gees se

and on! It's "fob-Rated

Repairing

RANGES PRICED FROM - - - $119.00

Box 37

you plenty of power —and then some.
You don't risk high upkeep costs with
an engine that's too small. You have
plus power for your job—with top
economy.

RADIO

P

lion

er•••

Gladys Stow and daughter, Ann,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Clark.
Harold Wayne
Cook, son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook, is in the
hospital with pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gibbs of
Martin visited Mr. and Mrs. 0.
G Clark awhile Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Clark left
for Chicago Tuesday.
Saturday nig... guests of Mr.
and Mrs. 0. G. Clark were: Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce, Holt Giffin and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Clark
and son, Tony, Charles Clark and
Raymond
Clark
of Chicago
drove in about 2 o'clock Sunday
at Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark's.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Clark
and son left at 3:30 Sunday morning. They were on their way
to
Arizona where Mr.
Clark will
enter the hospital.
Charles Clark left for'Calif.
Raymond Clark will return
to
Chicago Sunday night.
William Dillon and his mother
visited Mrs. Dillon's son, Glyn
in
Crutchfield Sunday.
John Elder of Martin
visited
his mother and step
-father, Mr.

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209-211 Fourth Street
IMO&

Fulton, Ky.

Telephone 622-
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CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY-SELL-LIRE-RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3e per word
(minimum, 594)
/
2c
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
adviance.

DR. J. W. TOSH
Eyesight Specialist

FOR SALE: cabinet-type kitchen
faucet,
With
sink complete
Fulton
206 Main St.
bowl and white-enameled lase
(Across from Bennett
.metal cabinet. This unit is in
Drug Store)
good working condition and has
Bargain for $50, ALL MAKES SEWING MACHgood care.
cash. For inspection call 470
INES repaired; all work guaror 1255.
anteed. New arid used machines for sale. Contact Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main Street,
ACROSONIC
Fulton; agency for The Sewing
Baldwin's Spinet Piand
Machine Center of Cairo, Ill.
- Today's Finest Spinet.
famous
the
with
DESTROY TERMITES. Free inspection. Reasonable
price
-FULL BLOW ACTION"
Frank
McKinney, Mayfield,
10 year factory guarantee.
Ky. P.
Box 471, Phone
Priced from
I 309-J.

$595 •
Feezle Piano Sales

LAWN MOWERS and hand saws
modern way.,
sharpened the
Hog's Fish Market. 107 East
State Line.

• Miscellaneous
CARD OF THANKS
The Family of E. M. Scott wishes to express their deep appreciation to all who called at the funeral home and in any way expressed their sympathy to us in
our recent sorrow.

BARGAINS!

FOR SALE:
$50.
Motor bike
$50. SEE US FOR YOIlli. PHONOCash register
GRAPH-- RECORDS: Latest
Complete dark room equippop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
$100.
ment
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
See W. E. Jackson at the
playing. Spot Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.

NEW

DEPARTMENT

Jackson Drug Store

110sPaschall St. VITALAIRE ICE refrigerators,
100-pound capacity; only five
left at this new, low closeout
price of $13§„„Q0
each. Were
FOR SALE: Duroct boar about 14
$89.50. Fulton Ice Company,
months old. See J. W. Heath or
Phone 72, Fulton.
Mr. Shanks.
FOR
SALE: Five acres. New
FOR SALE: Good 1947 Ford twohouse, 4 large rooms and bath
ton truck-Four-speed rear axle,
room. Closets. 4 miles north$500. See it at City Motor Comwest Fulton on 51
Highway,
pany OK Lot. Fourth Street,
Arnie
Brown
Crutchfield
Fulton.
Route 1.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY special: 9x12 rugs in bath, kitchen FOR SALE: Farmall tractor with
and bedroom patterns. $4.951 all equipment used but in very
each. Fourth Street Furniturc ' good condition. John Deere
Combine with motor in practiStore, 225 East 4th Street.
cally new condition. Call or see
Dr. John L. Jones, Jr.
1-7AYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service. • Services
Bennett Electric, Phone' 201,
Fulton, Ky.
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Our used cars are cars
Glass Company. 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.
you will be proud
Telephone 370

POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
The News :s authorized to announce
the candidacy of the following, subject to the action of the Tennessee
Democratic Primary to be held on
Thursday, August 3, 1950:
•
FOR U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
(Ninth Congressional District)
ROBERT A. (Fats) EVERETT

NOTICE: plenty Tennessee River
catfish. Hogg's
Fish Market.
Phone 224.
NOTICE: Have lots of fun at the
New Skating rink at Star Cafe
and Trailer Park, East State
Line.

Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Mallory,
Route 2, announce the birth of
an eight pound daughter born,
June 5 at Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Cantannounce the
rell of Dukedom
birth of a six and one half pound
baby boy, William Howard, born
June 5 at Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Elzie Jackson of
Clinton are the parents of a seven pound nine ounce daughter, I
born June 5 at the Fulton Hospital.'
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Burgess of
Arlington announce the birth of
a six pound ounce son born at
the Fulton Hospital.
ONE PLACE, PLEASE

Persons availing themselves of
Veterinary Service
the City dump area to privately
for Fulton and adjacent counties, dispose of their trash or other
at Evans Drug Company, phone refuse have been warned to haul
95.
it to the proper dumping area,
I and not dump it at will along the
Dr. E. B. Cherry,
approaches, the Fulton police deRegistered Veterinarian;
hours partment has stated. The un9:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. in., or by ap- necessary scattering of refuse has
pointment.
created too large an area to efWELLS DRILLED: Pumps in- fectively spray for flies and to
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin Highway, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.

RUPTURE

DOCTORS' BILLS paid the easy
way by hospitalization policy.
IT'S HERE
Secured
Casualty Insurance The Sensational New Invention
to own
Company;
Gladys
Hyland,,
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
Billy C. Fry
agent. Box 315; Phone 1185.
No Belts - No Straps - No
TAYLORS
• Odors.
Jeweler
COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE:
Approved by Doctors - The
Used Car Lot
table tops, windows, structural,
. Watch and clock repring
World's Most comfortable
plate, mirrors, glass shelves.
Prompt service
Tiuss.
109 Church
Auto glass installed while you
Phone 183
All work guaranteed
wait.
Satisfaction
guaranteeci.
Phone
455
Fulton, Ky.
DRUG CO.
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.; 210 405CITY
113 Washington Street
Lake St.
FtIlt.on
Church Street, phone 909.
FOR SALE: 1941 Dodge coupe. Across from the telephone office
_
Good mechanical condition. Excellent tires, $.350. City Motor
5.00 PER WEEK
Company OK Lot. Fourth St.,
HERE'S WHY THE CONCRETE
Fulton.

FOR SALE: Number 18 lot in
Irvin Cobb Resort. Mrs. Everett
Herndon, Route 3, Paducah,
Ky; phone 3368-W.

Earle Hotel
204 Plain

STAVE SILO AND CRIB WILL
SAVE YOU MONEY!

Phone 55

PH I LC0

Refrigeratorliumph

Turn

That's done to help us
make sure you will be
charged the correct price.

y0
)6urMoned

LB.

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

If you should ever find
any difference between
the price marked on the
item and the price you
paid, please let us know.
Please write:

$24.95 DOWN

$10m MONTHLY
FULL PRICE $249.50

Ny'Es, it's a value sen- •True Zero Zone Freezer Locker
Full-width, fully enclosed.
-i. sation! Never before
Keeps even ice cream firmly
'such quality, features
'frozen, in original package.
and reliable performance
Full-Width Quick Chillier
in a 9.2 cu. ft. refrigerator
Stores meets and left-ovens
... quick chills salads, bevat this amazing new low
erages and desserts.
price. See it... compare
it now, before you buy! •Gloss-Covered Crisper
•Self-Closing Door Latch
•Full-Size Super Power Unit
•Five Year Warranty Plan

&IMF

ett Electric

-2 STORES324 Walnut Street
21" vr.Pin Street

McADOO SILO COMPANY
DAY PHONE 11

NIGHT PHONE 597
UNION CITY, TENN.

1,8

CELLO
SUGAR

LB

CURED

I.B.

WESSON OIL
304' "' 58'
SNOWDRIFT
SHORTENING
vLB.3 n‘ 85'

PT

31 e

(1 Lb Can

LB.

MI

EA('11

CARA
1(1:0

EACH

CAKE

LAI"

AC"

FOE

HIGH ROCK

'
/14( 11

BEVERAGES

25'

QT
BOTS
Plus Bot. Dep.

Li

DASH DOG FOOD
2
25"
SWIFTS
MEATS FOR BABIES
•
STRAINED, Jar
CHOPPED, Jar

20c
29c

WOODBURY SOAP
2 23'
DIAL SOAP
2
37'
P&G LAUNDRY SOAP
BARS

20-01.

LOAF
DOZ.
PKG.
DOZ.

24-OZ.
B0T 2
i5e

A&P SLICED
or HALVES
KIEFFER
"Thank You"
HALVES

GOLD

PERSONEL SIZE

4
TIDE SOAP POWDER
25'
SILVERDUST
29"
BARS

22f

LARGE

PKG.

JOAN
OF ARC

GIANT PKG 69c

SPRY SHORTENING
85'
3
II

(.'N
1,b. can

SURF
SOAP POWDER
'plAil6t('''
25"
BREEZE
SOAP PlIWDER
LARGE

25'

PKG.

LUX TOILET SOAP
290i
A
REG.
SIZE

ItARS

NE3•2
Cans

e
Can 10
No. 2!,
Can
No. 2
Can
No. 2
Can

A&P

KALE, TURNIP

MUSTARD
AMERICAN

()R

'
HING .SBBBTENING

LAUNDRY
SOAP

0
LB.
Loaf
12-0Z.
Can
3LB..790
Can
BAR

PKG.

A&P Food Store

LARGE

PKG.

• a'
2ns
2

No. 2
Can
No. 303

CHEESE FOOD

IVORY SOAP

ebdiengess
eariPari""6

PICNICS
4 TO 8 LB pound 39c
AVG.
SLAB BACON
430
SKINLESS WIENERS
550
SMOKED JOWLS
250
FRYERS "DRESSED
5r
BOILED LOBSTER_
59'
SHEEPSHEAD (wriEl:{TCL)
29'
LAYER
LKCiicLATE
49'
BAR CAKE
49'
ANGEL FOOD RING
49'
or
CUP CAKES O(Int.'Ll(7.„ 6
APPLE OR LEMON PIE
39'
MARVEL BREAD
151
BROWN'N SERVE
15(
GLAZED DONUTS
33'
BEVERAGES 1('11ITIN
3
PEACHES
2 N°C 45c
PEARS
2 29"
WORTHMORE JELLY BEANSc:1111g19(
CORN ('REAM STYI.E
BUTTER BEANS
HOMINY "'NA
10
SAUERKRAUT
10'
GREENS
100
CHED-O-BIT
2 69
390
TREET PREM =Ten
SWIFT
70
CRYSTAL WHITE
MEXENE CHILI POWDER
15'
ANY CUT
12 TO 14 LB.
1-LB.

Customer Relations Department,
A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

BAR

Home Grown Silage replaces high priced feeds.
Corn in a silo doubles its value-Saves the entire crop.
With silage, a well balanced ration can be maintained easily
and cheaply.
Silage is a grass-like succulent feed that stimulates‘ligestion.
Corn silage contains vitamins that are essential elements in the
growth and development of the animal body.
Silage keeps your stock through the winter in a healthy condition.
Keen farm competition makes Silo economy necessary-800,000
now in use.
A silo protects the farmer against total loss from frost, drought
or hail.
Silage can be used to supplement Summer pasture.
A silo saves storage space. Eight times more feed can be stored
in a silo than in a mow.
The silo saves labor-Cattle can be fed quickly and easily from
a silo.
Every Agricultural College, every Experiment Station advises
the use of the silo.
Authorities recommend the use of the silo to combat the spread
of the European Corn Borer.
A Silo is premanent. It protects your feed against loss from fire,
windstorm or spoilage.
A Silo is a asset to your farm that earns large interest every
year.
A Silo can be used for grass ensilage and in this way conserve
the vitamin qualities of the grass, make it possible to store the hay
crop in wet weather, save in storage space, reduce fire hazard and
reduce work of storing and feeding the crop. Special construction is
:equired for grass filling.
McAdoo Silos have been carefully engineered for the purpose of
storing chopped hay. Ask our salesrnan for complete information
about methods of ensiling hay crofls and preparing and storing
chopped hay.
The time for building the Silo is now at hand: Only thirty to
forty days remain in this sesacm for planting the crop to go in the
Silo.
The builder of the Silo should have thirty days in which to
Manufacture the Concrete Staves and have the steel rods and other
Silo hardware on hand to build the Silo and have everything in
readiness for filling the silo when the crop is ready for harvest.
Plan your crop and size of Silo as soon as possible now, while
there is time, but none to waste if you want a Silo this year.

10 LBS

GZ:EN

10-0Z.

Concrete Stave Corn Crib

LBS.

NFEEP

BARS

Mos6for

LBS.

WESTERN BOX
WINESAP

It also gives you a
chance to check your bill
and see that we haven't
made a mistake.

BATH
SIZE

Brand NNifcacu.A.

CANTALOUPES
JUMBO SIZE 29'
TOMATOES
25'
GREEN BEANS
2 29'
APPLES
2
35"
POTATOES
49"
BANANAS
15"
HOT HOUSE

ARRIVALS

622 Broadway, Paducah

• For Sale

Have you noticed that
the price is plainly marked
on every item you buy in
your A&P?

A & P's BIG BEAUTIES IN
BUDGET PRICED

"'BIN
,
"

* Notices

FOR RENT: House, lot and garper
den in Cayce
for $15
PIANOS, brand- new Spinet, month. H. L. Harty, Fulton,
any finish, $465.00; these are
Kentucky.
regular $600, pianos with full
used REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
keyboards. Guaranteed
pianos, $95.00 up. Free delivtonight, 800 p. m. Be sure to
ery. Harry
Edwards, on 6th
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
Street (in front of the Court212 Church Street, Fulton.
house), Paducah, Ky.

Customers'
Corner

LADY BETTY

KEYKO OLEO

SALAD DRESSING
33
31"
41
RIC & SPAN
LACHOY
NI A IIG.A RINE
11111.

I 1,13 ( TN.
( 01.01111)

1 1.8 (1N.

CLEANER
16-0Z.
23°
PKG

VEL
SOAP POWDER
LARGE
250
PKG.
Giant Pkg. fi3c

FAB
SOAP POND' tt
LARGE
PKG.

JAR
"°
- Z
MAYONNAISE, 16-oz.
SANDW. SPREAD
16-oz.
FRENCH DRESSING
8-oz. Jar
PRUNE JUICE, Qt. Bet

41c

33c

2Ie
2k

CHINESE FOODS.
CHOW MEIN NOODLES
Pkg.
....
lk
BEAN SPROUTS, can 15e
CHOW SUET Meat Less
Can
35c

CASHMERE
MN* SOAP
BATH, 2 Bars
REG. 3 Bars

23c
23c
-

PALMOLIVE
4

REG.

TOILET SOAP
BARS clia0
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$141

